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Paul Meerts

Editorial

PINPoints 48 is a monograph on training and teaching in
international negotiation processes, based on training and

6.

Culture in Training (Baber, Crump, Faure, Matos,
Vuković)

cultural experiences of members of the Processes of Inter-

We are aware of the overlap between these six categories:

national Negotiation (PIN) Program and its associates from

some contributions could be listed under more than one

the Program on International Negotiation Training (POINT).

heading. However, we felt it would be helpful to group con-

PIN education is different from other modes of learning, as

tributions together in this way in order to help the reader dis-

it aims to connect skill-training with substance. In practice,

cover the linkages between them. To provide some context to

this content focuses principally on political and diplomatic

the authors and their articles, short abstracts are given below.

negotiations: bargaining between states, within interna-

While we have tried to attract as many experts as possible

tional organizations, and among representatives of political

from across the world, negotiation research and training re-

and military groups. In short, it relates more to public-sector

mains – after more than half a century of modern negotiation

negotiations than to private-sector (business) negotiations.

analysis and education – a largely European and North Amer-

The approach of both PIN and POINT is very much in line

ican affair. This is a pity, as culture impacts and influences

with teaching in political and social sciences and interna-

the perceptions and experiences of trainers and researchers.

tional relations, both inside and outside of academic set-

After all, nobody is culturally unbiased, not even in academia.

tings. We add a training element to academic teaching and

Nevertheless, we hope readers will find this unique issue’s

try to use the most advanced techniques towards that end.

contents inspiring, thought-provoking and, above all, useful.

For this reason, the reader will find quite a bit of content on

At this point, we extend our gratitude to everyone who took

online training in this issue. In this COVID-19 year, distance

part in the discussions leading up to this publication, and we

learning has been crucial; although it cannot completely

would also like to thank the staff of the German Institute for

compensate for in-person instruction and discussion, it will

Global and Area Studies (GIGA) for all the work they have put

surely continue to be part of our field in the future. Appropri-

into this and previous issues of PINPoints.

ately, the first contribution in this issue is a detailed report
by Ida Manton and Frans Schram on two Zoom meetings

Abstracts (in alphabetical order)

chaired by Schram in May of this year, organized by the

Cecilia Albin (cecilia.albin@yahoo.se) illustrates the impor-

POINT Steering Committee (the “troika”) in order to gather

tance of informal but organized face-to-face discussion

lessons learned about online training.

in a congenial setting for producing a reasonable plan for

Twenty-eight PIN and POINT members – plus some as-

Israeli–Palestinian cooperation and a peace settlement

sociates – have contributed concise reports in which they

two years before the Oslo meetings. The effort shows how

highlight their experiences in face-to-face and/or online

semi-official people representing their side in the dispute

education. Additionally, this issue concludes with a special

but pursuing a common purpose can come to an agreement

contribution by I. William Zartman (PIN’s chief scientist and

without betraying their interests.

peer reviewer of this issue), who reviews some recent literature on international negotiation training. The reports are

Mark Anstey (mrk.anstey@gmail.com) demonstrates the

arranged thematically:

usefulness of case studies as learning tools in negotiating

1.

Online Training (Manton and Schram, Borbély, Marchi)

deadlocks. It is important to make participants in serious

2.

Face-to-Face Training (Albin, Schram, Sikharulidze,

conflict situations aware of the value of negotiation as an

Vasilescu, Zartman)

instrument to overcome emotional and material divergen-

Approaches to Training (Boudewijn, Meerts, Rosoux,

cies. Case studies can help temper perceptions, recognize

Smolinski, Szepesi)

reality, overcome the stereotypes of the present and the

4.

Tools in Training (Anstey, Faltas, Salamé, Schüssler)

narrative of the past, deal with entrapment, and shift the

5.

People in Training (Bass, Van den Berg, Erdmann,

commitments and the positions of the parties in order to

Kesting, Manton, Sigurðardóttir, Wynen)

shape a common future.

3.
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Will Baber (baber@gsm.kyoto-u.ac.jp) teaches negotiation

Larry Crump (l.crump@griffith.edu.au) describes the path

skills in Japan with an awareness of the demands of the

his training experience in Japan took and identifies unique

cultural setting. In order to get the content across, the train-

cultural challenges: “Discussions that would easily develop

er must use specific measures to develop students’ confi-

and flow in the United States were not forthcoming in Ja-

dence in class participation, build authority by developing

pan. Experienced Japanese managers seemed unwilling to

rapport, and display the contextual relevance of the presen-

express their views unless they consulted their colleagues

tation, utilizing locally based simulations.

first.” Crump suggests creative solutions to these roadblocks.

Tony Bass (basstony@gmail.com) writes about EU presidency training for civil servants from the EU bureaucracy

Daniel Erdmann (mail@worldmediation.org) tackles the

and EU member states. As he states, “post-game analysis

challenges of creating an effective and easy-to-grasp train-

[…] strongly focused on operational practicalities” is of the

ing in mediation and conflict management. In so doing, he

utmost importance in EU training sessions. Civil servants

argues that training should be understood as a process of

have a lot of fears, and these are often related to personal

personal development and describes what such a training

issues: “Identifying what underpins these fears […] along

should focus on.

with offering personal ‘hints and tips’” ensures successful
workshops for international civil servants.

Sami Faltas (samifaltas@gmail.com) discusses the importance of simulations, noting, “A Confucian saying goes: ‘I

Hans van den Berg (hansvdberg@me.com) takes his sum-

hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I under-

mer school as a case for analysis: “Most important in set-

stand.’ Confucius probably never said this, but he should

ting up these educational and training programs is to ensure

have.”

that participants build genuine relationships with each other
and have fun.” The editor agrees with Van den Berg that

Guy-Olivier Faure (go.faure@gmail.com) reports to us on the

next to skill and content, networking is of the utmost im-

evolution of his trainees (and trainings) in China over the

portance, and notes that such a summer school program is

past three decades: “As disciplined and dutiful people, they

also a public relations event for the host country.

played along. […] As smart people, they understood there
was a lot to learn from doing. […] As ‘modern’ people, they

Adrian Borbély (aborbely@em-lyon.com) comments on dis-

accepted the idea that learning could also be entertaining.”

tance learning: “I had a taste of online teaching; I am still
not a fan but I now have a better perspective on the issue: I

Peter Kesting (petk@mgmt.au.dk) tells us about his experi-

would not cook it myself, but if it is the only dish available,

ences running The Negotiation Challenge (TNC), a competi-

I will eat it.”

tion between students from leading universities worldwide.
He concludes that an effective negotiator is one who man-

Rob Boudewijn (info@robboudewijn.eu) stresses the impor-

ages his or her emotions: “Emotional teams were good, but

tance of preparing well for multilateral simulation games. To

often not the top teams.”

that end, he designed the “Diplomatic Paper Manual,” entailing that participants address ten points on issues such

Ida Manton (ida.manton@gmail.com) focuses on gender: “I

as content, agenda-setting, relationships, and strategy and

hope that my investment in the capacities of […] women’s

tactics.

negotiation skills will increase their direct participation in
peace negotiations. […] Gender equality cannot happen
without both men and women making the effort.”
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Francesco Marchi (marchi@essec.edu) advises us on how

Frans Schram (fransschram@hotmail.com) deals with face-

best to prepare for online training. Though he views face-

to-face training of non-state (armed) groups: “Using in-con-

to-face training as preferable to distance learning, he rec-

text exercises and examples can serve to ease the accept-

ognizes certain advantages of online training, as long as it

ance – and probably comprehension – of imparted theory

is delivered effectively.

and underlying principles, but may also limit out-of-the-box
thinking and reinforce unhelpful biases.”

Joana Matos (joana@matos.is) relays two anecdotes about
working with African and Armenian trainees. In one case,

Rudolf Schuessler (rudolf.schuessler@gmail.com) uses

she found students’ expectations from a training did not

simulation games – some of them taken straight from the

align with her own; in the other case, she was reminded that

real world – with his university students, and describes

cultural norms are not universal, and it is best to err on the

here how their negotiation processes develop: “The stu-

conservative side when it comes to physical contact.

dents relished the realistic feel of the [EU] simulation. They
even studied the personalities of the leaders whom they

Paul Meerts (pwmeerts@gmail.com) has a provocative train-

would represent.” He also wrote an article on this topic in

ing approach whereby practice enlightens theory and vice

PINPoints 36.

versa. His way of training international negotiators, be they
civil servants or university students, is based on learning by

Aldís G. Sigurðardóttir (a.sigurdardottir@utwente.nl) ana-

doing. Every exercise he uses during his trainings can be

lyzes the role of deception in negotiation processes. She

found in a workbook that is handed out to each participant

concludes that students who used deceptive tactics lacked

and contains enough food for thought for a week-long work-

effectiveness, as others lost trust in them as negotiators. The

shop. Please also see his contribution on this in PINPoints 47.

liars did not prosper: in negotiation, being reliable pays off.

Valérie Rosoux (valerie.rosoux@uclouvain.be) asks herself

Tariel Sikharulidze (tariel.t.s@gmail.com) emphasizes the

(and us) how we should train people in the aftermath of

importance of the very smallest details in negotiations. The

mass atrocities. Her comments are linked to those of Mark

big themes and strategies have little meaning if the exact

Anstey. She underlines four major lessons, advising us to

wording of an agreement is not carefully monitored. There

(1) begin the training with brainstorming, (2) incorporate the

is no way to convey the importance of this in conceptual

individual experiences of the participants, (3) be prepared

terms, so Sikharulidze provides a memorable example.

to deal with strong emotions, and (4) be aware of the importance of timing: when to deal with which issue or event.

Remigiusz Smolinski (remigiusz.smolinski@hhl.de) tells us
about The Negotiation Challenge, also mentioned by his

Léna Salamé (lenasalame@gmail.com) discusses training

colleague Peter Kesting. Together they intend to launch a

in transboundary conflict management. She describes the

negotiation competition for practitioners: a World Cham

role plays she has conducted with parties involved in inter-

pionship in Negotiation based on a Negotiation Competen-

state water conflicts, whereby negotiations are sometimes

cy Model developed by Smolinski and Yun Xiong in 2020.

played out by third parties and observed by the relevant
actors for the latter’s edification: “[Water managers] need
strong, process-oriented, technological knowledge [but
also] a certain set of negotiation skills.”
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Stefan

Szepesi

(stefan@negotiationandpublicservice.co)

Siniša Vuković (sumosika@yahoo.com) discusses the im-

brings a new element into our overview of lessons learned,

pact of culture on international negotiation processes, in-

referring to the usefulness of applying martial arts – in this

voking Eduard Herriot. While recognizing that “simulating

case, aikido – to creating more awareness of handling ne-

culture is nearly impossible,” Vuković finds great utility in the

gotiation processes: “Physically experiencing [negotiation]

game of Barnga, which brings participants’ emotions to the

techniques instead of only rationally applying them is an

surface, as they are confronted with conflicting rules and

inspiring complement to traditional training.” In this way,

regulations, unable to speak a common language to put an

Szepesi provides an interesting companion philosophy to

end to the escalating miscommunication.

using Sunzi to understand negotiation strategy and tactics.
Serge Wynen (serge@emetaprise.com) argues for the imDragos-Christian Vasilescu (dragos.vasilescu@tuwien.ac.at)

portance of clarifying the objectives, purpose, and expec-

opines that negotiating should not be about acquiring

tations of a training before participants delve into a work-

something, but instilling peace of mind that your options

shop: “Approaching each negotiation workshop with more

were explored: “In my experience, negotiators who have al-

clarity of intent and purpose enables us to role-model the

ready agreed on the core issues in past negotiations experi-

attitudes, behaviors, and words that build confidence in ne-

ence less stress, which increases their overall satisfaction

gotiation.”

with the outcomes.”
I. William Zartman (zartman@jhu.edu) asks his university
Emmanuel Vivet (emmanuel.vivet@aviation-civile.gouv.fr)

students to act as negotiation teachers for middle-school

stresses the importance of contextual examples in train-

children in Washington, DC. The university students man-

ing negotiators: “[A good example] enriches the course by

age to gain the children’s trust and have learned in the pro-

showing students […] how negotiations can connect with

cess about the kinds of conflicts these children experience

history and the tide of time.”

at home, at school, and elsewhere. Zartman declares the
program “a real win–win,” as “the student-teachers learn as

.

they teach.”
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Ida Manton and Frans Schram

Challenges and Opportunities Emerging from a
Pandemic: Online Negotiation and Mediation Training
Introduction
Being part of POINT (Programme of In-

terruption to create constructive, crea-

by years of traditional training, at least

tive, and progressive improvements in

thought-provoking, and we hope to in-

our new virtual classrooms.

spire you to provide us with feedback

ternational Negotiation Training), a net-

Keeping in mind that people are fac-

work of like-minded professionals, has

ing hard choices and sustaining huge

led us to reflect on how to best gather

losses during these devastating times,

Our contribution follows the train-

and share our cumulative knowledge

the goal of this issue is to provide a

ing phases, so let us start by discuss-

and experience regarding the changes

meaningful contribution by sharing

ing the changes and adaptations that

we have all faced due to COVID-19. To

knowledge and strategies not only

must be made to prepare for your next

that end, our network, led by the “troi-

amongst ourselves, but also with other

online training.

ka” (Paul Meerts, Frans Schram, and

aspiring or practicing trainers, lectur-

Ida Manton), initiated discussions and

ers, and facilitators in the fields of ne-

debates on how to handle the changes

gotiation and mediation. Though some

It is essential to choose a platform that

in our field. Twenty out of twenty-five

of us declared years ago, “I am not

both the participants and the trainer

POINTers participated in the first Zoom

doing my trainings online,” that is no

can easily navigate and feel comfort

meeting. The follow-up virtual meeting

longer a choice. Now we must focus

able with once the event starts. Our

clarified the debate and deliberations

on how to benefit from this new real-

experts have used the videoconferenc-

over how we can best use the lock-

ity by recognizing the positive aspects

ing tools (VCT) and other virtual tools1

down time to acquire new skills and

of it and even discovering new ones,

listed below and found Zoom the most

advance our future classes technologi-

along with ascertaining the less pro-

flexible platform so far, notwithstand-

cally. Several POINTers put their ideas

ductive ways in which our profession

ing security concerns. Other platforms

into writing and sent their visions to

may be changing. Whether this period

were also mentioned, but not many

the troika, foremost among them John

of teaching through technology has

lecturers had the experience needed

Hemery (John.Hemery@cpds.uk) from

permanently changed our field or not,

to compare Zoom with platforms such

the Centre of Political and Diplomatic

one thing we all agree on is that explor-

as WebEx, Jitsi Meet, Skype for Busi-

Studies (CPDS), of whose extensive

ing new ways of teaching will update

ness, or Google Hangouts. We had

contribution several key aspects have

and sharpen our skill sets and improve

a more elaborate discussion about

been incorporated into this report.

our performances, as it equips us with

Microsoft Teams, as we have realized it

Others who similarly shared their les-

invaluable flexibility when it comes to

is widely used for academic purposes

sons learned were Hans van den Berg

different mediums. For some of us, the

at various universities and academies,

and Mark Young (markyoung@gmx.

greatest potential in the post-pandem-

places we are traditionally invited to

net). Non-PIN/POINTers who partici-

ic world lies in optimizing our effec-

hold lectures and seminars. Microsoft

pated – and delivered valuable oral

tiveness by deftly blending traditional,

Teams is more demanding than Zoom,

contributions – were Hugo Crul, Clau-

face-to-face training with these virtual

and unless the participants have used

dia Garcia, and Avi Goldstein. We are

tools.

it prior to your training, you should plan

deeply grateful for everyone’s thought-

Some of us have noticed that partici-

provoking contributions, and for those

pant engagement in trainings has im-

that were unselfishly shared with all of

proved given the online setting; others

us over Zoom. We hope to do justice

have heard unexpected feedback on

to the discussion by summarizing the

how useful such seminars are in times

main points here with the intention of

of crisis on a very personal, human lev-

better equipping us all for the future

el. We hope you will find this compen-

and recommending ways to use this in-

dium of early observations, bolstered

we can build upon in our upcoming
seminars.

Preparation

for additional time to clarify the organization and technical demands.

1 For a comprehensive list of distance-learning
systems, repositories, platforms, and applications for online and offline teaching solutions,
see: https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse/solutions.
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Big Blue Button (bigbluebutton.org)

ate and manage online content in an

role of the co-host, and any possible

has been especially helpful in con-

organized and structured way. They

challenges. Obviously, having previous

ducting interactive multilateral nego-

offer a variety of features and help

experience with the particular platform

tiation simulations online, enabling

users share more content in various

can help you predict possible obsta-

participants to share the screen while

formats – organizing it so that partici-

cles. Alternatively, consult with col-

amending the negotiated text. This

pants have a good overview – and they

leagues who have recently used the

tool requires that the organizing party

can be used as a planning and prepa-

platform.

have an IT person preparing all break-

ration tool for the trainer. At this stage,

Breakout rooms can be scheduled

out rooms and groups in advance. The

we will not recommend a particular

in advance, with pre-assigned pairs

same can be achieved with Zoom, but

LMS but urge our colleagues to look

or groups. Using certain platforms,

Big Blue Button offers higher security.

into the various options, as we expect

confidential instructions for individual

WhatsApp provided the most ac-

LMSs to be used much more frequent-

roles or delegations can be pre-load-

cessible, fastest means of enabling

ly in post-COVID trainings, online and

ed in the breakout room. Instructions

breakout discussions and individual

blended courses, and regular educa-

by separate e-mail are deemed too

and group feedback. WhatsApp can

tional and development programs, as

slow and clunky, though useful when/

be a great backchannel and bring an

remote learning accompanies social

if working with less technically savvy

added dimension to a simulation exer-

distancing.

audiences (or trainers). It can be help-

cise.

There are a few things to consider

ful to have two screens available at the

Klaxoon.com offers an innovative

regarding the hosting and training

same time: one for online communica-

and helpful suite of collaborative tools.

team. The need for a second trainer/

tion, and the other for whiteboarding

(Currently in French, with subtitles;

colleague to act as co-host during the

or note-taking (perhaps even a touch

soon available in English. Three-month

online training is greater than before;

screen, especially if you are used to

free trial available.)

having someone to whom you can as-

working with that technology).

GoToTraining
train
ing)

offers

(gotomeeting.com/
comparably

useful

tools.

sign particular tasks (in the realms of

Regarding the content and what par-

content, technical aspects, process,

ticipants can expect within the given

etc.) may prove indispensable. It is ad-

timeframe, it is important to send all

In a separate presentation on learn-

visable to make him/her the host when

materials in advance along with a wel-

ing management systems (LMS), our

needed (e.g. when your internet con-

come video if possible. Make sure that

member Stefan Szepesi advised that

nection is weak and you dropping out

along with your workbook you send a

one possible consideration next to

would terminate the whole meeting).

short bio of the training team, so par-

price and user-friendliness should be

Alternatively, you could make one of

ticipants have a chance to “meet” the

General Data Protection Regulation

the participants co-host. The techni-

trainers prior to the online experience.

(GDPR) compliance. Trainers are only

cal host can inform participants in ad-

Introductory videos on how to use the

beginning to come to grips with the

vance (and at the relevant point in the

course’s tools could be distributed in

best uses of these systems. In his view,

session) when particular documents

advance.

the two biggest obstacles are how to

need to be opened. Some trainers rec-

morph classroom design into an on-

ommend having support faculty and

line version, and how to ensure that

co-trainers available (one person per

technological capability is not the lens

eight students).

Conducting the Training
Logistics
Now, your classroom looks different.

through which content is designed.

Write out a detailed course flow for

Our colleagues note that virtual back-

Szepesi argues that one should reason

both your participants and your train-

grounds greatly add to the trainer’s

from student impact to pedagogy to

ing team, including timing, location of

professionalism and protect his/her

design to technology. LMSs help cre-

the meeting, materials provided, the

privacy. Some platforms offer poor
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resolution, though, and having a bad

things we find challenging to compen-

different media messaging. It is best to

background or one that does not han-

sate for when conducting the training

limit the amount of online interactive

dle movement well might be more

online is reading the messages hidden

sessions you have with the group, so

damaging than not having one at all, so

in body language, especially as some

as to prevent “Zoom fatigue.” This can

it might be advisable to choose a blank

participants will turn off their cameras

be done by dividing the material into

wall, which will simply go unnoticed.

at times, which creates a blind spot

portions participants can go through

As everyone can enter your com-

for gauging the effect of what you are

in between sessions, e.g. watching

puter with a simple “share” command,

saying, instructing, or sharing. A code

videos (things they need not do to

be careful of what you might acciden-

of visual signals would enable partici-

gether in that shared time slot). Mix-

tally “screen-share” on your computer.

pants to respond to prompts or ques-

ing content helps sustain momentum:

Close everything on your computer,

tions without unmuting. Some plat-

analog and digital, video clips, live

then open only the documents you

forms have integrated such a feature,

flipchart work on screen, peer-to-peer

will need. The quality of the cameras

and if you use one lacking this cap

interaction. Case studies, issued in ad-

(both participants’ and facilitators’)

ability, agree upon the basic signals

vance, present opportunities for open

makes a significant difference to the

such as agree, confirm, raise a hand,

discussion of what has worked well

sense of engagement. Always have a

request to take the floor, etc.

in a negotiation and what might have

WhatsApp (or alternative, such as Viber) backchannel, especially for emer-

Content and how we pass it on

gone wrong, where, and why.
At the beginning, it is crucial to have

gency communication between host

Not all of the content has to be shared

an activity/icebreaker to get people

and co-host. Also, be aware that your

synchronously over Zoom. As we are

engaged and comfortable with the set-

participants will use some of these

looking for ways to break up the time in

up and the group, especially if your

backchannels for bilateral negotiations

the classroom in order to have various

seminar extends over a few days and

(what we used to refer to as “corridor

ways of transferring information, now

participants will have to practice team-

work”), and make sure you discuss

we have to find ways to be playful with

work, building alliances, and integra-

with them the best option, so they do
not end up using too many channels,
which can be overwhelming. Unlike
in the traditional classroom setting,
you will not be able to observe these
interactions, so make sure you ask the
right questions at the debrief session
to learn what was agreed upon in the
bilats (and how).

Communication
Ask participants to switch their cameras on, so you can see their faces. Also,
advise them to use their hands when
speaking and adjust the camera accordingly (do the same as trainer). More
visibility of arms, hands, and gestures
conveys at least some of the body
language missing online. One of the

Ida Manton conducting the first Model OSCE in Kyrgyzstan, October 2020
© Ida Manton
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tive approaches. Actually, our experts’

Time has changed now that we are
virtual

Debriefing and Feedback

visational theater). Preparing short vid-

Although it seems that trainings on-

might want to encourage participants

eos of the dry theory bits in advance,

line are devoid of the usual compli-

to

with any helpful graphs and illustrative

cations – no missed flights or hotel

to complement her/his points. S/he

images built in, is also recommended.

booking problems, for instance – and

might make more use of the private

Where possible, short video clips of

you can be in your new “classroom” in

chat option to give feedback, some-

the protagonists in the given case can

just minutes, teaching this way is, in

thing we cannot afford in a classroom.

help bring the negotiation to life and

fact, much slower: some trainers claim

Also, during plenary discussion, some

perhaps illustrate behavioral points.

about twice as slow as it is face-to-

people are more inclined to offer writ-

face.

ten observations. This would also help

advice is to do something playful at the
beginning of each module (e.g. impro-

Example: Record short videos with

To stimulate discussion, the trainer
provide

peer-to-peer

feedback

a focus on examples of the topics you

Under the new circumstances, con-

the trainer sequence, select, and group

want to discuss, and send them to

ducting a full-day simulation is difficult.

questions and thus better structure the

students in advance. Plan short meet-

For one thing, it may just be too much

debriefing, especially if s/he has an ad-

ings with small groups of students to

screen time, as before or after your

ditional trainer/co-host.

discuss the topic of the videos and

training there are other meetings, or you

present some questions. Then send

are catching up with family or friends.

The concept of a blackboard/flipchart is still essential, and most plat-

students out with a personal or group

You might use long breaks to provide

forms allow for electronic versions, ei-

assignment, to be followed up by their

brief individual feedback, if needed or

ther by using a blank PowerPoint slide

input and the facilitator’s feedback. A

in the plan. Individual sessions and

or other (virtual) whiteboard. To be able

short clip with general feedback can

lecture-style addresses need to be

to jot down important points or ques-

be recorded and students can subse-

shorter and interspersed with breaks

tions, it may be best to keep the old-

quently engage in peer feedback.

and/or feedback rounds. Courses,

school teacher’s tools in your new vir-

The simulations will take more time,

in general, need to be short: three to

tual classroom if you are used to them

so plan for that; if you do not have

four hours at a time. Scheduling three-

and can adapt them. Many students

more time, an alternative to simulation

to four-hour sessions on successive

learn by visualizing and memorizing

can be to issue the instructions to the

mornings has worked well.

your notes.

relevant parties for a bilateral (or multi-

Some were able to sustain more hours

In some groups, the disparity be-

lateral) negotiation, asking participants

in a row than others: ninety-minute ses-

tween active and passive participants

to identify common and diverging in-

sions, followed by half-hour breaks,

in the discussions was more pro-

terests and work out what the respec-

made an eight-hour course day possible

nounced than before. If that is due to

tive sticking points might be along

for digital natives. In a long session, try to

peer pressure (or reticence) and re-

with where common ground might be

get people engaged physically by having

sults in people staying silent, it might

found.

them stand, move, and stretch from time

be necessary to cold-call individuals,

At the end, to make online trainings

to time, along with giving their eyes a rest

to keep things moving forward, and to

and meetings more diverse and inter-

from the screen. What was previously a

ensure that participation is not limited

active, consider including tools such

coffee break that represented a great

to the more confident and/or know

as Kahoot!, Mentimeter, Poll Every-

time to interact, meet the other partici-

ledgeable few, especially if you need

where, or Nearpod (for inspiration, see:

pants, and exchange business cards is a

to grade them. Online training comes

https://lindsayannlearning.com/7-free-

screen-off break now, so it is best not to

with a risk of “losing” participants. Set-

online-discussion-tools/).

give participants questionnaires or eval-

ting short tasks might help fill the time

uations to fill out during the break.

usefully and engage everyone.
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Online negotiation training provides participants in a breakout session with the
unique opportunity to share the record-

Challenges, Recommendations,
and Remedies

•

Among the remaining questions
that we leave to individual improvement depending on style and

ed negotiation and send it to the facili-

During this forced distance-learning

experience are: How can you im-

tator for subsequent feedback. Trainers

period, our trainers experienced a few

prove the facilitative approach on-

could also share the recording with oth-

reoccurring issues. Based on these

line? How can you further facilitate

er breakout rooms, or with the plenary,

experiences, we have drawn up some

the connection between partici-

or with other participants for them to

recommendations for future online

pants and trainer/s? How can you

watch later and draw their conclusions

and/or blended negotiation courses.

foster a true Socratic dialogue?

and do their comparisons. That might
prompt participants to ask themselves
questions like: Why did I make these
concessions? What else could I have

How do we build trust and rapport
online?
•

A short welcome video distributed

How do we improve online
communication and mitigate its
flaws?
•

Introductory videos on how to use

included in the package, but did not?

in advance (with the Zoom login

What other alliances were possible that

details, course schedule, and ma-

the tools relevant for the course

I did not explore? Was it the personali-

terials) helped to generate a sense

should be sent in advance.

ties, their mandate, or my inflexibility that

of trust and connectedness.

caused some relationships to not be as

•

Feedback might need to be more

Encourage early joining to enable

prescriptive, with questions to partici-

individual greeting as people ar-

pants provided in advance. Whether

rive, as in real life. Connection

or questions without unmuting.
•

•

An ice-breaking opening session,

To reduce the danger of misinterpretation, be more explicit.

•

Set very clear rules for the meetings (e.g. mics off, camera on).

comes before content.

one-on-one, or to a delegation of two to

A code of visual signals enables
participants to respond to prompts

An informal start could help, twenty minutes before the official start.

constructive as they could have been?

four, it could be provided confidentially

•

•

How about creating a videoconfer-

during an exercise via side-chat on

perhaps ten or fifteen minutes, can

encing tool specifically dedicated

WhatsApp or Viber. However, that will

help to generate a personal, col-

to negotiation training?

be a very short, tweet-like interaction,

laborative atmosphere (something

as the trainer has to manage breakout

personal from each individual, not

ing the chat board, as it will be

rooms, allow participants to rejoin if the

something from a CV, such as pre-

difficult to follow when there are

connection was lost, or deal with other

senting a favorite object or paint-

chats going on at the same time

ing in their home).

while people are talking, especially

Group size matters; it is important

if you are supposed to check the

can schedule a separate meeting and

that participants feel safe in their

chat board during the lecture.

address things thoroughly. In some

learning environment. A safe learn-

groups, you might find it beneficial to

ing environment has to do with not

use online tools for anonymous feed-

only the technology, but also the

We held our first network meetings

back (e.g. mentimeter.com).

atmosphere in the group.

on Zoom. We had to. We knew it was

Try to appear confident about con-

the only way. Before the lockdown, we

be engaged after the formal closing

ducting trainings online and act

had considered how we could hold a

and stick around to chat with those

as if you have been doing this for

network meeting, but were unsure it

still online. Welcome the questions that

quite a while now. After all, you are

would ever happen, as such a meet-

were not asked during the course. Be

presenting the same content as

ing is simply too costly and trainers’

the last to leave the meeting.

before the pandemic.

schedules too divergent. While it is a

technical issues. If there is a need or
request for deeper discussion, you

Once the training is over, continue to

•

•

•

Try to have two hosts, one check-

Opportunities and further thoughts
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wonderful asset that our members are
widely spread geographically and well
traveled, that makes our meetings difficult. A meeting has to be planned and
organized, and the likelihood of holding
such a meeting without the necessary
budget is very low. Zoom transcends
all of that and allowed us to have the
discussions without the burden of organizing a whole event, which requires
resources and time. In this digital
environment, it might actually be possible to build more community.
Digital is here to stay, and it is going
to be part of how we do negotiations in
the future. It is of added value that participants and students experience online sessions firsthand in the training.

Ida Manton and Frans Schram, NDC Senior Course 136, October 2020
© Ida Manton

Virtual negotiations should be taught
virtually. With the right rules and lines

concrete feedback. However, this in-

as a short intermission and that, once

of communication, things could move

creases work pressure and adds work-

the pandemic is over, we will be back

a lot faster and more satisfactorily. As

ing time. Project budgets will, there-

in the classroom. Maybe some aspects

parties get more accustomed to do-

fore, need to reflect the fact that a lot

of teaching via technology have made

ing things digitally, they are far more

more structure is needed compared to

permanent changes to, or altered the

likely to schedule a short digital meet-

face-to-face training, including prepa-

expectations of, negotiation training.

ing. Before, you might have considered

ration and advance distribution of ma-

We hope many good things will come

leaving certain points to a later stage

terials and all the work afterwards.

out of this blend; we might find that

While we recognize the need to op-

exploring new ways of teaching will

timize the “inverted classroom,” to

update and sharpen our skills and per-

In the digital setting, you actually

blend face-to-face and online learning

formances in a way that lets us eas-

have more opportunities to provide

and make the most of both synchro-

ily move between mediums whenever

personalized responses. As partici-

nous and asynchronous tools, many

required.

pants can record their online sessions,

trainers are still hoping to go back to

you can then watch them and provide

“normal” – that this phase will be seen

or not approaching them at all, but now
some barriers have been removed.

.
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Adrian Borbély

Taking the (Forced) Dive into
Teaching Negotiation Online
Until a short time ago, I was a hardcore

to avoid those questions and focus in-

a touchscreen, I strongly recommend

opponent of the idea of teaching ne-

stead on the main concepts and stra-

having a second screen in front of you

gotiation online. Then came COVID-19

tegic aspects of different negotiation

for better organization (one to view the

and, suddenly, I had no choice. In

settings. I limited the incursion into

students, one for class material).

the past few months, I taught my first

multilateral negotiations and chose

In my online classes, I tried using

two, fully synchronous, master’s-level

not to run simulations with more than

case studies rather than simulations

courses at a business school, from the

six actors, because the online format

for group reflections. I had been de-

“comfort” of my bedroom, through the

makes it difficult to organize speech

veloping a few of those before the cri-

Zoom platform. Here are a few things I

among many actors and encourage in-

sis. I also used regular simulations, by

learned from this experience.

formal exchanges.

sending every student all the roles and

Negotiation can be taught online. I

The online format also impacted my

asking them to discuss the scenarios

am not saying it is “remotely” as fun,

debriefings, which I found were more

in small groups from different perspec-

but it is feasible. This observation may

directive. I asked more precise ques-

tives (meta and each role). Students

offer opportunities (e.g. to reach scat-

tions and occupied more space than I

were able to come up with great in-

tered crowds) but also threats (the risk

would usually in a physical classroom.

sights about what would constitute the

of automation of part of our class time,

I missed my whiteboard/paperboard –

most interesting aspects of the nego-

no more travel, etc.). Although interac-

though it should be noted that Zoom

tiation.

tions are limited (or different, as some

offers a whiteboard option that works

All around the world, we encourage

would say), our inductive method (case

great when one has a touch-screen

our kids to taste before deciding they

preparation and implementation in

computer or tablet.

do not like certain foods. I had a taste

breakout rooms, debriefing with the

I used Zoom (as it was imposed by

of online teaching; I am still not a fan

entire group, PowerPoint-supported

the client) but there are several avail-

but I now have a better perspective on

lectures) can be applied as is.

able platforms. What do we need

the issue: I would not cook it myself,

Can we teach all of negotiation on-

from an online platform? The tools I

but if it is the only dish available, I will

line? Probably not, I would say, as I

used most were screen-sharing (for

found it difficult to address the finer,

my PowerPoint presentations) and

behavioral aspects of our discipline

breakout rooms (for simulations, group

from a distance. I adapted my course

work, and team preparation). Beyond

.

eat it.
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Francesco Marchi

Negotiation Training in Times of
COVID-19: The Online Turn
In spite of a rather common belief of

are some turning points that will upset

many practitioners, negotiation tech-

your forecast and dramatically limit

code of conduct during the Zoom

niques and methods can be studied

your margin to maneuver. And this was

sessions for eventual absences,

and taught, and I have spent the past

just what happened when I was forced

early departure, connection prob-

ten years of my career training EU offi-

in winter 2020 to cancel all planned

lems, etc.;

cials, diplomats, public officials, man-

trainings in Brussels and elsewhere in

agers, and students in this field.

3.

4.

clarify and establish a common

create a dedicated Moodle plat-

Europe because of the COVID-19 cri-

form in which the participants

However, negotiation is a human ac-

sis. At that point in time, I had no alter-

could easily find and remotely ac-

tivity in which thousands of intangible

native but to start figuring out how to

cess all the material (simulation

parameters play a paramount role in

switch to an online training methodol-

instructions, slides, readings, vid-

driving success or failure: the emo-

ogy if I wanted to survive as a trainer

tions, body language, tone of voice,

and teacher in these stormy times.

eos, etc.);
5.

limit the length of the synchronic

and posture of the participants, in ad-

online activities to 2.5 hours per

dition to the physical environment in

session by inviting participants to

which negotiations take place. When

prepare for the simulation exercis-

training people using simulations and

es prior to the Zoom session;

role plays, it is necessary to invest a
lot of energy in creating exercises

6.
© Pixabay/Gerd Altmann

enlarge the offer of post-training
activities, such as suggested fur-

that are sufficiently realistic by tak-

ther reading, with case studies and

ing into account the aforementioned

After some initial doubts, I started de-

videos available on the Moodle

parameters and limiting the feeling of

signing an online training seminar on

platform; and

artificiality. Participants need to prac-

negotiation skills for European Com-

tice negotiation in order to learn how

mission officials, bearing in mind some

breaking activities before every

to gain the trust of their counterpart,

important principles for any negotia-

session and invite people to give

how to master their emotions, how to

tion itself: generate and cultivate trust,

their input through the chat in or-

deflate a conflict, and how to manage

increase strategic predictability, clarify

der to have a more inclusive pro-

the logistical aspects of a negotiation.

objectives and expectations, use time

cess that would limit the monopol

Presence and human contact are not

parsimoniously. As a consequence, I

ization of the floor by the most

merely sufficient but necessary condi-

made the decision to

vocal people.

tions for learning to happen.

1.

7.

invest a lot of energy into ice-

send out to the participants a

The result was very positive, leading

For these reasons I have always

short introductory video explain-

me to change my opinion on the op-

been convinced of the necessity of

ing who I am, the methodology of

portunities that online trainings may

doing trainings in a classroom with a

the seminar, and some of its core

offer. It goes without saying that I still

nice blackboard, comfortable break-

objectives;

prefer in-person trainings, in which the

likewise send around guidelines

human factor can be experienced fully.

out rooms, and a lovely coffee break.

2.

I have been solicited many times to in-

for the simulation exercises so that

vest my energy into developing online

participants could clearly identify

courses but I was always reticent to

their role and with whom they were

the very idea.

to role-play for all four days (eight

But in life, as in negotiation, you are

half-day sessions) of the seminar

not always in full control of the con-

(this also helped them to study and

text in which you operate and there

prepare in advance);

.
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II FACE-TO-FACE TRAINING
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Cecilia Albin

The Power of Talk:
Recalling the Importance of Face-to-Face Interaction
In July 1991, an Israeli–Palestinian dia-

Amirav) and one Palestinian (Hanna

Saunders’ own conviction that com-

logue conference took place over five

Siniora) on the provisions regarding

munities in conflict must act indepen-

days at the Sequoia Retreat Center in

the status of Jerusalem, I was able to

dently of governments and undertake

Ben Lomond, California, sponsored

observe the entire process firsthand.

a number of steps designed to change

by the Stanford Center on Conflict

The three of us had already worked to-

negative perceptions of the other, build

and Negotiation and the Beyond War

gether for a year or so and developed

trust, and create new peaceful rela-

Foundation. Ten prominent Israeli and

a plan for that particular issue, with

tionships:

Palestinian political activists took part,

support from Beyond War and Stan-

as well as Palestinian president Yasser

ford University. That work had gotten

Arafat’s advisor on international af-

started quite spontaneously and was

fairs. Dr. Harold H. Saunders, former

also carried out face to face in informal

US assistant secretary of state for Near

meetings in Jerusalem and the United

Eastern Affairs, acted as facilitator and

States. Our purpose was to demon-

chair. Participants in supporting roles

strate by way of a concrete, detailed

also included academic experts on

example that the Jerusalem ques-

conflict resolution and Beyond War

tion – in many ways a microcosm of

staff members. The initial goal of the

the whole conflict – could be resolved

conference was to encourage creative

creatively with care for all fundamental

(Stanford Center on Conflict and Ne-

thinking about new “citizen strategies”

concerns involved (Albin, Amirav, and

gotiation and the Beyond War Founda-

to further the Palestinian–Israeli peace

Siniora 1995).

tion 1991: 10; see also Saunders 1999).

1

“[O]fficial negotiations
can produce a genuinely
peaceful relationship
between Israelis and
Palestinians only if they
are embedded in a larger
political process involving
the peoples of both
communities.”

process. In fact, it produced a historic

In explaining the successful process

substantive agreement on principles

leading to the Ben Lomond agreement,

and provisions for an Israeli–Palestin-

I point to three factors of particular im-

ian peace. All outstanding issues in the

portance in our digital age, all having

conflict were addressed and agreed

to do with the power of face-to-face

The structured daytime talks, chaired

upon – including seemingly intractable

(in-person, non-digital) interaction (for

by Saunders, were only one important

issues such as the political status of

a more in-depth discussion of “talk

part of the conference. Another as-

Jerusalem, Palestinian refugees and

power,” including in the Middle East,

pect, just as important, was the more

the right of return, borders, and water

see Fen Osler Hampson and I. William

spontaneous interaction taking place

resources (Stanford Center on Conflict

Zartman 2012).

in between those sessions – while eat-

and Negotiation and the Beyond War
Foundation 1991). It was the first peace
plan of its kind created and endorsed
in writing by both Israelis and Palestin-

Third-Party Facilitation,
Guided by a Clear and Relevant
Framework
The leadership exercised by Saun-

ians (including the PLO).

Structured Talks, Combined
with more Spontanous
Interaction

ing, washing dishes, taking walks in the
woods, and so forth. All those things
promoted dialogue and creativity.

Supportive Platform and
Setting

What made this achievement pos

ders as facilitator was central both to

sible just over two years before the

the evolution of the process and to the

The platform for the dialogue confer-

Israel–PLO peace agreement of 1993?

outcome. In his discerning judgment,

ence, created jointly by Stanford Uni-

Working

he activated long sessions of reflective

versity and Beyond War, combined

listening so that the opposing sides

academic repute with policy and com-

could engage with each other’s his-

munity involvement and networks.

1 Now known as the Stanford Center on Interna-

tories and perspectives. His guidance

That helped to attract well-placed par-

tional Conflict and Negotiation.

was also firm and firmly grounded in

ticipants, provided support throughout

with

one

Israeli

(Moshe
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the process, and helped with spread-

Stanford Center on Conflict and Negotiation

ing the eventual results. Finally, the

and the Beyond War Foundation (1991),

choice of a retreat environment was

Framework for a Public Peace Process:

carefully – and well – considered: a set
of mountain lodges in a redwood forest

Toward a Peaceful Israeli–Palestinian
Relationship, final document adopted on 19
July 1991 at “Building a Common Future,” a

provided seclusion, space, and inspi-

conference to further the Israeli–Palestinian

ration in support of the process and its

peace process held in Ben Lomond,

objectives. No one left until an agree-

California, 15–19 July 1991.

ment was reached, signed by all, and

Hampson, Fen Osler, and I. William Zartman

made public.

(2012), Global Power of Talk: Negotiating

.

America’s Interests, New York: Routledge.
Saunders, Harold H. (1999), A Public Peace
Process: Sustained Dialogue to Transform
Racial and Ethnic Conflicts, New York: St.
Martin’s Press.
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Frans Schram

Insights on Negotiation Training for
Resistance/Liberation Movements
Of all possible groups one might encounter in a negotiation or mediation

The Actors

or aid them in becoming official negotiators for their organization. Hence,

training seminar, an audience consist-

Especially when RLM participants have

receiving a certificate of completion

ing of members of resistance/liberation

been influenced by (eccentric) ideolo-

is sometimes even more important to

movements (RLM) – generally non-state

gies, have not benefited from formal

the participants than the content of the

armed groups (NSAG) – is certainly one

education, and have little experience

training itself.

of the more challenging. The challenge

with non-coercive methods of con-

lies in navigating not only the complex

flict resolution, particular paradigms

context in which they operate, but also

of social interaction and bargaining

the nature of their background, ex-

tend to develop. Hence, the influence

pectations, and often distinctive para

of specific cognitive biases needs to

digms. The trainings I am referring to

be considered and the language of the

mostly take place within the framework

trainer accordingly adjusted. I prefer to

of support projects for dialogue, peace

start with out-of-context exercises that

negotiation, or mediation processes.

provoke a recalibration of patterns, re-

Their objective is to improve condi-

flection on different strategies (“win–

tions for political solutions to violent

win”), long-term thinking, and alterna-

conflict by enhancing the negotiation

tive perceptions and rationalities, and

capacities of RLMs who seek to miti-

ones that bolster confidence in joint

gate asymmetries with governmental

problem-solving.

Meeting with the negotiation delegation of the
Colombian armed group ELN (Ejército de Liberación Nacional) in Quito, Ecuador, February 2017
© Frans Schram

counterparts in (facilitated) peace pro-

Compared to other kinds of trainings,

cesses. This should ultimately increase

the trainer’s mandate here is different.

both the likelihood of a negotiation’s

Often, RLMs and government parties

success and the quality of the eventual

do not like the idea of being “trained/

agreement. Such trainings often blend

educated,” so euphemistic names for

In my experience, members of RLMs

more practical input, technical assis-

the event such as “strategizing work-

are very eager to learn from external

tance, and self-reflection than the typi-

shop” might be chosen. Idiosyncratic

resource persons (though only via

cal negotiation seminar and might be

internal decision-making processes,

trusted connections). They hold in high

followed by joint events for the conflict

sometimes compounded by in-group

regard the underpinning negotiation

parties as an onset to real-life dialogue

frictions, can render a given side’s in-

theories, but have an even stronger

and trust-building.

Method

terests opaque and even contradicto-

appetite for practical examples and

Although my experience is not all

ry. Are participants’ expectations real

concrete tips (as other POINT au-

that extensive, I have nonetheless had

istic, and do they come with personal

thors have mentioned in these pages).

occasion to work with groups from Af-

or especially hierarchy-driven learning

Strengthened by the belief that their

ghanistan, the Basque Country, Co-

goals? Is there a “minder” in the group,

conflict is unique, many participants

lombia, Myanmar, the Philippines, and

controlling the free flow of ideas? If

are biased towards a preference for

Turkey. The challenges posed by this

so, who does the trainer need to get

learning from peer-practitioners who

type of training have consequently led

buy-in from regarding the teaching ap-

have been in similar situations. Out-

me to revisit training design, method-

proach? The training might additionally

of-context (yet warranted) simulations

ology, timing, and logistics. RLMs are

serve the interests of enhancing one’s

and examples, as well as abstract

not all the same, of course, but resem-

status within a given RLM, which could

(academic) theories, therefore need

ble each other sufficiently to highlight a

boost certain participants’ internal le

to be carefully framed and continually

couple of common features here.

ver
age (e.g. women’s empowerment)

linked to the group’s reality. Furtherpage 21
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more, a limited education/literacy level

and reinforce unhelpful biases.

of participants, together with the need

Finally, despite a number of chal-

for simultaneous or consecutive inter-

lenges (occasional concerns for per-

pretation, can render such workshops

sonal safety, language barriers, last-

time-consuming and necessitate very

minute changes, etc.), such trainings

simple, bite-size exercises. Using in-

remain some of the most stimulating,

context exercises and examples can

due to the trainer’s own learning expe-

serve to ease the acceptance – and

rience and the heartwarming gratitude

probably comprehension – of imparted
theory and underlying principles, but
may also limit out-of-the-box thinking

.

of the groups.
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Tariel Sikharulidze

And Every Word Matters

The story that I am telling you might be

handover. According to the contract,

One of the most important aspects is

true, fictitious, or even a combination

the second technical review would be

a deliverable, a text. Negotiations are

of different true or fictitious stories. It

carried out in thirty days, on the day

not only about the BATNA, ZOPA, in-

occurred in a big Northern country,

the buyer is to take possession of the

terests, and positions, they are also

whose name I shall ignore. Imagine a

helicopters. A negotiated clause spe

about the quality of the text. The text

negotiator who represents a buyer in

cifies that the “seller is not liable for

matters because, as one Russian say-

a negotiation to buy helicopters for his

any technical deficiencies in the heli-

ing goes,

company from a company willing to

copters found during the second in-

sell them. The seller’s company is us-

spection, if any occurred between the

ing the helicopters to transport pipes

two inspections.”

“What is written with a pen
cannot be cut down
with an ax.”

and other oil-drilling equipment to the

The second meeting takes place in

places where the drilling equipment is

thirty days, as agreed. Parallel to the

When negotiators rush at the end, it

to be installed. The buyer company is

second meeting, the buyer’s engineers

might be because of fatigue, frustra-

involved in GSM antenna construction

carry out a second inspection and

tion, or even relief that the deal is fi-

and intends to use the helicopters to

report that oil leaks and some other

nally done. Negotiators may forget to

transport the GSM antenna parts and

technical and electrical problems have

double-check the agreement, or they

gensets to the otherwise inaccessible

been registered on some machines.

may forget that whoever drafts the

parts of the country where GSM com-

The buyer’s negotiator informs the

text has “the power of the pen.” When

panies want to expand their networks.

seller about the problems.

negotiators are at the final stage, they
better make sure that all i’s are dotted

Parallel to the first stage of negotiation,

The seller does not want to accept

a joint technical inspection team starts

the liability and cover the necessary

its work to determine the condition

repairs. The seller refers to the con-

I would like to join Emmanuel Vivet

of the helicopters. As negotiators sit

tract only to discover that a small word

in underlining the importance of using

at the table establishing the terms of

is missing from the text, a detail that

examples in class. Examples illustrate

agreement, such as monetary terms,

changes everything. The signed docu-

real-life negotiations or mediations in

terms of payments, and the handover

ment stipulates that the “seller is liable

which we as negotiators, mediators,

timeline of the helicopters, engineers

for any technical deficiencies in the

and trainers are involved. We can also

are busy drafting their technical re-

helicopters found during the second

use examples from history or history

ports and informing the two negotia-

inspection, if any occurred between

books that can be adapted to explain

tion teams about the conditions of the

the two inspections” – the word “not”

multiple facets of negotiations. An

apparel. During the talks, the buyer’s

was missing from the phrase.

other method would be to build on

engineers report that the helicopters
have no major technical deficiencies

What I would like to convey with this
short story:

and t’s crossed.

ex
amples provided by our students,
analyze them in class or during the

or damage. An agreement is drafted.

As Vasilescu points out in these

training, and transform them into our

Deal done. The helicopters, according

pages, negotiators need to be focused

teaching material. It seems fitting at

to the agreement, would be handed to

on very important aspects of the ne-

this point to thank my students and

the buyer in a month and would stay

gotiations, and this is not limited to the

trainees for the myriad examples they

operational for the seller up until the

quantity and quality of the negotiation.

have given in trainings over the years.

.
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Dragos-Christian Vasilescu

Do Details Matter? An Explanation of the Importance of
Focus in Negotiations
Far too often, I end up on the defen-

sions (wisdom, I like to think) to the

the counterparts are heard and under

sive – having to justify why teaching

teachings. In the next few lines, I want

stood, even if they are not directly

the art and science of negotiations

to share with you one of these insights.

expressed. Understanding and will-

is useful. Yet, when asking the same

Almost invariably, participants in

ingness to help are good first steps

colleagues if they are content leaving

negotiation simulations, but also real-

in developing trust, an important and

value on the table that their counter-

world negotiations, follow a similar

often necessary commodity in all lay-

parts would happily give away, I am

path: they move slowly in the begin-

ers of society. Once the core issues

met with disagreement or silence.

ning and then rush at the end. While

of the negotiation are agreed upon,

Somehow, for reasons that I do not

more experienced participants gravi-

typically in more informal settings, the

fully understand, the idea of negoti-

tate toward better managing their time,

doors open for further negotiations

ating – a skill that was highly sought

the desire to express as many ideas

on the finer details. This can be done

after and useful in the past – started

as possible and to reach agreements

later, in multiple stages, in more for-

to be seen as unclean, dishonest, and

as detailed as feasible remains largely

mal or informal settings, even some-

unethical, at least among large swaths

the same. The fact is, however, nego-

times with different actors. This way,

of Germanic cultures. In a perfectly

tiations are about quality, not quan-

rather than representing the end of a

transparent world, there would be no

tity. In the process of creating large

rushed discussion, the initial agree-

need for negotiations, but in our im-

agreements designed to solve multiple

ment becomes a road opener, inviting

perfect world, if used responsibly, is

problems, fundamental issues are left

future discussions against a backdrop

there a reason to not use a tool that

untouched – quite similar to not seeing

of trust and cooperation. In my expe-

has demonstrably helped human civi-

the forest for the trees. Even more dan-

rience, negotiators who have already

lization through the ages?

gerously, in the heat of the moment, the

agreed on the core issues in past

During my negotiation trainings, I

negotiators tend to sign agreements

negotiations experience less stress,

have been lucky enough to have a

that either cannot be implemented or

which increases their overall satisfac-

number of eureka moments. These in-

completely lack regulatory or oversight

tion with the outcomes.

sights – besides improving and refin-

clauses, which leads to new disputes,

ing my own image of decision-making

tension, and conflict.

and negotiations – were incorporated

A better approach here would be to

into my subsequent training sessions,

focus on the important aspects of the

adding complexity and multiple dimen-

negotiation, making sure the needs of

In the end, negotiating should not be
as much about acquiring something as
about instilling peace of mind that all

.

options were explored.
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I. William Zartman

PeaceKidZ

I have been teaching undergraduate

[…],” and the matter was closed. It is a

tion (“Why are you doing this?”), in-

and graduate students all my adult

real world of knives, detention, family

corporation (to the crowd, “Why do

life, but the most unusual and perhaps

members in jail, others killed, and be-

you think s/he is doing this?”), deflec-

most rewarding experience has been

ing suspended from school to a home

tion (“Did you have a bad day? Did

PeaceKidZ. Fifteen years ago, when

where there is no parent. The first ex-

your mother beat you?”), and isolation

the Strategic Studies Program at the

change in the first session often goes

(“Long live diversity – we can’t all be

Johns Hopkins School of Advanced

something like this: “Who sent you

like you”), among many others. We are

International Studies (SAIS) put on a

here? DC Public Schools?” (“Nobody,

still looking and testing.

simulation of an international crisis at

I’m here on my own”), “What are you

The student-teachers learn as they

a local high school, I said, “We can do

doing here?” (“I’m here to talk with

teach. They ask for conflict examples,

better than that,” and invited any stu-

you about better responses to hitting

and the class discusses a better way of

dents interested to sign up for teach-

back”), “So, who’s paying you?” (“No-

handling them, often with greater crea-

ing Conflict Management (my program)

body, I’m just a student at the univer-

tivity than the teachers could show.

to inner-city middle-school children. A

sity”), “Oh,” and after that things tend

(We always learn from our students.)

dozen International Relations graduate

to open up.

The student-teachers become familiar

students showed up, and PeaceKidZ

We thought we were training kids to

with their own range of reactions: on-

was born, named by the first class, the

be playground mediators and help set-

the-job learning. Once, a kid who did

Z for me. It carries course credit for the

tle fights. It turned out the conflicts they

something awful was sent to the prin-

student-teachers, and the lesson plan

got caught in were as much at home as

cipal’s office, expecting expulsion; the

for nine hour-long sessions covers the

at school. The student-teachers often

student-teachers came along. When

three Rs that the student-teachers de-

end up serving as role models; even

the principal asked them what to do

vised: respect, recognize, resolve, the

with only nine sessions, kids come to

with him, the student-teachers looked

second term referring to recognition

them for counseling and to talk about

at each other, with no prepared com-

of the type and source of conflict in-

personal problems. The challenge is to

munication, and answered, “Send him

volved.

change an entire culture. The culture

back to class.” They never had trouble

The result has been extraordinary.

of survival demands hitting back when

with him again.

Even though most students are coming

hit. One common problem is verbal or

We do not expect an awakening and

in without teaching experience, there

media slander. The common response

total conversion after nine sessions.

have been no real flops. About one-

is to escalate; better alternatives are

What we aim for is a different approach

third of our student-teachers come

to confront (“Why did you say that?”),

to conflict to be lodged somewhere

from other countries; in this way, they

or to correct (“That’s not what I said”),

in the kids’ minds so that someday

bring in fresh perspectives based on

or to conciliate (“Let’s talk this over”),

when they find themselves in a bind,

their experiences in life in general and,

among others. Bullying is a frequent

they may say, “Hey, isn’t there a bet-

more specifically, with Washington,

problem. The first alternative to hitting

ter way?” We were happy when one

DC’s public school system. Respond-

back is to walk away, but the peer re-

homeroom teacher told us she saw a

ing to a kid who exclaimed, “Hey, what

sponse is to call out “chicken/coward”

change in kids’ behavior. Evaluations

do you know about our real life, it’s a

to the person being bullied, encourag-

from the student-teachers note new

matter of survival,” the student-teacher

ing the bully to pursue. A crowd gath-

learning experiences for themselves. A

in question paused and then answer

ers; it becomes entertainment. Other

ed, “Well, when I grew up, in Tajikistan

possible responses involve interroga-

.

real win–win.
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III APPROACHES TO TRAINING
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Rob Boudewijn

Multilateral Simulation Games:
Preparations Are Crucial!
As described elsewhere in this PINPoints
by Sami Faltas, simulations are a powerful tool to understand and gain insight
into the complexity of multilateral negotiations. The participants in a simulation
need to come to a compromise, through
formal and informal negotiations, that
is acceptable for all delegations at the
end of the day. Equally important are the
preparations for a simulation. To that end,
my institute has developed a standard
training model that has been applied for
several years at universities, diplomatic
academies, and training institutes. This

Summit of the Hague for the Ministry of Economic Affairs, 2019
© Rob Boudewijn

model consists of an initial training day
These preparations have two advantag-

In your opinion, which agenda

es: 1) participants are well informed, well

items can be linked in a package

prepared, and capable of finding creative

deal, and which cannot?

solutions to solve the challenge(s), and 2)

8.

Describe the level playing field:

institutions that want to work with grades

Who is most likely to support and

are provided the opportunity to evaluate

oppose each agenda issue?

the preparatory work of the participants.

Workshop in Zagreb, Croatia, for young
Croatian diplomats involved in EU affairs, 2015
© Rob Boudewijn

7.

9.

Describe your opening strategy

In support of the participants’ prepara-

during the “tour du table,” your

tions, the Diplomatic Paper Manual re-

use of potential coalitions, the use

quires that they address the following

of formal and informal negotiation

questions and prompts:

rounds, and your relationship with

1.

What is the relation of your delegation to the issue?

2.
two weeks prior to the simulation itself.
During the first training day, participants

the presidency/chair.
10. Describe in your evaluation the

Do you want to add issues to the

minimum result you aspire to; feel

agenda? Provide convincing argu-

free to add a press communiqué.

ments for the addition of issues.

Since the introduction of the Diplomatic

Describe the context and back-

Paper Manual, in which the participants

ground of the several agenda items.

are required to address these ten is-

What is your preferred order of the

sues, the quality of the content, debate,

skills with several bilateral and multilateral

agenda? Provide arguments for this

and participant preparations have risen

exercises. At the end of the first day, all

order.

tremendously. As Kissinger famously

get acquainted with European Union ne-

3.

gotiation techniques and decision-making procedures and hone their negotiation

4.

decision-making

opined, it doesn’t matter how long you

procedure applies and the legal

negotiate, the deal always happens in

basis for it.

the last hour. Using the Diplomatic Pa-

What are the hard issues for your

per Manual, though, participants can

pants must research the position of their

delegation (and why), and which

reach an agreement two or more hours

delegation and collect additional infor-

ones can be used as currency?

before the planned end!

participants receive background informa-

5.

tion about the simulation, their individual
instructions and, most important, the
Diplomatic Paper Manual. The partici-

mation for the subsequent simulation.

6.

Describe

what

.
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Paul Meerts

Lessons for and from Training:
From Practice to Theory
My approach to training diplomats and
other civil and military officers cannot
be labeled methodology. As nice as

4.

integration of all training documents into a workbook with exercises and content.

it would be to have a “Meerts Mod-

Thirty years of experience as a trainer

el,” training in interstate negotiation

in international (interstate) negotiation

processes cannot be effective if it is

processes has provided me with some

locked up in a specific frame. A model

useful insights. To start with my own

or methodology creates limitations,

country (The Netherlands), we tried to

often obstructing thorough negotiation

make Dutch politicians aware of the

awareness. My approach is to under-

value of rituals in bargaining with for-

stand negotiation theory by experienc-

eigners. We have been less than suc-

ing negotiation processes.

cessful: most of them are still as blunt

As the essence of negotiation is to
give something in order to get something, it will be determined by its char-

as ever.

European Union

Paul Meerts with female civil servants of the
Iranian bureaucracy, Teheran 1999
© Paul Meerts

want to take, but not give. Students

acteristics (procedure and process),

In my experience, one of the most dif-

from those regions, however, are often

characters (people and parties), and

ficult groups to train are civil servants

very active. They want to make up for

context (politics and power), in addi-

of the European Commission. They are

the perceived “laziness” of the profes-

tion to many other factors, of course,

used to following the orders of their su-

sionals in their countries. The students

such as history, geography, culture,

periors and therefore have difficulty in

want to create a better world, although

and state structure. Negotiation is a

simulation games where they have to

they want to have a nice career as well.

situational phenomenon.

decide for themselves. However, rep-

For further European perspectives

This variability explains why I pre-

resentatives of EU member states be-

on transcultural topics, I gladly refer

fer a flexible approach that can easily

come “Brusselized,” which enhances

to other contributions with more de-

adapt to the circumstances and to

their flexibility.

liberate observations in this issue of

the cohorts being trained. It is an approach used by several of my former

NATO

PINPoints: Siniša Vuković on culture
in general, Olivier Faure on China, Will

students who have gone on to become

Training military officers in Brussels

Baber and Larry Crump each on Ja-

successful trainers. Everyone has her

has been a serious pain in the neck.

pan, and Joana Matos, who confronts

or his own focus; mine is awareness

At the beginning of the 1980s they be-

her own cultural frame vis-à-vis the be-

of international politics through nego-

lieved, “In NATO, we do not negotiate.”

havior of her students.

tiation. In principle, a standard training

This attitude has since changed, and

Above is a photo of female civil serv-

looks like this:

my experience at NATO Defense Col-

ants of the Iranian bureaucracy, whom

1.

introduction, bilateral distributive

lege in Rome is that discipline can be

I trained in 1999. They held important

2.

and integrative bargaining, inter-

advantageous, as it promotes clarity.

functions and most of them were highly

ests and emotions;

However, too much transparency can

educated. I asked them if I could take

process and procedure, power

be disadvantageous.

their picture, which I expected them to

and people, skills and styles, strategy and tactics;
3.

Formerly Socialist Countries

minilateral and multilateral nego-

Civil servants who are located in their

tiation processes and, if time al-

own countries’ capitals and rarely

lows, mediation;

travel abroad are much more rigid than

refuse. However, they said, “Of course,

.

and please sit with us.”

their compatriots in Brussels – they
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Valérie Rosoux

Dealing with the Past

How can we deal with the past in the

defined reconciliation as a process im-

tions. In the aftermath of wars, emo-

aftermath of mass atrocities? This

posed by the victorious parties. Des

tions such as grief, anger, resentment,

question was the starting point of

pite their differing definitions, most

shame, and guilt are widely shared and

a series of trainings that began in

participants stressed the significance

passed on in family circles. To face

2002. These trainings gathered diplo-

of trust and truth.

them, participants can adopt two main

mats, NGO workers, military person-

A second major lesson is related

attitudes. The vast majority of partici-

nel, policymakers, and scholars from

to the participants’ individual experi-

pants distinguished between positive

all continents, junior and senior alike.

ences – specifically, the distinction

and negative emotions. To them, an-

They took place in the United States

between actual history and official

ger, hatred, and resentment were to-

(mainly at the US Institute of Peace in

memory. Most American and Western

tally negative, while forgiveness was

Washington, DC), Europe (from Bel-

participants believed the aim of history

described as an obvious aim in conflict

gium to Montenegro), Africa (Rwanda

is to reconstitute events in a manner

resolution. To other participants, emo-

and South Africa), and Russia (in St.

that depends as little as possible on

tions were neither positive nor nega-

Petersburg and Moscow). The train-

variable interpretations, viewing offi-

tive. From this perspective, emotions

ings were adjusted to the professional

cial memory as representations of the

were thought of as ambiguous and

trajectories of the participants. How-

past that are emphasized by certain

mostly dependent on the objectives

ever, some exercises and simulations
were identical in all workshops. This
common basis allows us to compare
the attitudes and representations of
various types of participants.
Four major lessons merit underlining.
The first regards the plurality of understandings of key concepts. In this regard, the way people understand the
notion of post-war reconciliation is emblematic. The trainings always started
with a brainstorming session triggered
by a simple question such as: “What
are you talking about when you talk
about reconciliation?” It is striking that

IPSI DC 2018
© Valérie Rosoux

the same word can be understood in
at least three very different ways. For

groups according to their political in-

being pursued. Thus, the expression

some participants, reconciliation was

terests. By contrast, most participants

of anger or resentment might be seen

almost synonymous with conflict man-

with direct experience of authoritarian

as a necessary step in order to move

agement and referred to any kind of

regimes questioned this distinction,

forward.

accommodation between former ene

believing that both history and official

The last lesson that I have drawn is

mies. Contrary to this minimalist ap-

memory are always being adapted to

related to timing. While I was teaching

proach, other participants emphasized

present circumstances and interests,

at Nelson Mandela University in Port

a transcendental process that requires

and can therefore be used as a form of

Elisabeth with Mark Anstey, I screened

forgiveness. Aside from these two

propaganda in favor of the ruling party.

a documentary that had been one ba-

conceptions, another group of par-

The third lesson concerns the at-

sic element of my pedagogical tool-

ticipants (coming mostly from Russia)

titudes of participants towards emo-

box. The film is about a dramatic case
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before the South African Truth and

During the debriefing with these stu-

Reconciliation Commission. Until then,

dents, they explained that they “did not

this powerful story had been useful for

know” and that it was shocking. After a

stimulating discussions about the dif-

long discussion, Mark Anstey and I re-

ficulties people face in post-conflict

alized that when they said, “We did not

settings. At first glance, one might

know,” they meant, “We don’t want to

think showing the film to a South Af-

know – at least not now.” This experi-

rican audience would not be appropri-

ence showed us that emotions such as

ate, as they would already know the

humiliation and resentment can linger

story by heart. Actually, though, some

not just for years, but for generations.

students were so deeply moved by the
film that they had to stop watching it.

.

© Valérie Rosoux
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Remigiusz Smolinski

World Championship in Negotiation?

Who is the greatest composer of all

conducted

time? While some experts put Bach on

and simulations and, based on their

the highest pedestal of all music mak-

results, developed numerous recom-

ers in history, others may find convinc-

mendations and aggregated them into

ing arguments for Beethoven or Mo-

methods, a comprehensive model that

zart, more than worthy contenders for

would capture mastery in negotiation

the prestigious title.
There are multiple variations of simi-

countless

experiments

remains to be developed.
© TNC

lar questions. Who is the best pianist,

With our Negotiation Competency
Model (Smolinski and Xiong 2020),

driver, soccer player, athlete? What

These thoughts guided our design of

initially developed for the purpose of

do all these questions have in com-

the structure and evaluation criteria of

The Negotiation Challenge, we intend

mon? First, they all refer to a mastery

The Negotiation Challenge (www.the

to trigger a debate among negotiation

in a certain skill. Second, these ques-

negotiationchallenge.org), which has

scholars concerning the evaluation

tions must have bothered humankind

become one of the world’s major ne-

criteria of negotiators’ performances.

so much for so long that at some point

gotiation competitions, attracting and

Only with such a model (or an alterna-

our ancestors decided to develop a

inspiring hundreds of the most talent-

tive one) can we measure our effective-

set of rules and evaluation criteria and

ed student-negotiators. As organizers

ness as negotiation instructors and of-

launch structured competitions to de-

and judges in this and other negotia-

fer fair negotiation competitions.

termine the answers.

tion competitions, we have been privi-

Equipped with the Negotiation Com-

Most negotiation scholars and in-

leged to witness a unique combination

petency Model and the experience

structors define negotiation as a skill.

of mastery and passion. We were also

gathered

Adopting such a definition helps us

honored to assess the performance of

Challenge, later this year we plan to

justify our existence, but it also has

the participants and share our feed-

launch a negotiation competition for

profound consequences with respect

back on how to improve it in the future.

practitioners. Encouraged by the in-

to the outcome of our work. If nego-

Yet, despite decades of negotiation

ternational recognition of our competi-

tiation is a skill, it can be improved

research, there has been very little

tions, our long-term vision remains to

through structured feedback and train-

work done by negotiation scholars on

develop them into the World Cham

ing, but if that is the case, negotiators’

how to capture and compare negotia-

pionship in Negotiation.

performances can also be systemati-

tors’ performances. Although we have

cally measured and compared.

running

The

Negotiation

.
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Stefan Szepesi

Using Martial Arts in Negotiation
Training
In my first aikido session as a trainee
in a negotiation training, I committed
the basic mistake against which I, now
as a trainer, warn participants so often:
I made an assumption. I assumed the
session was intended as a piece of
physical relaxation within an intensive
multi-day negotiation training. After an
hour we would continue with the “real”
program, right?
But aikido in negotiation training is
not a re-energizer or icebreaker. Aikido – the Japanese martial art whose
name is often translated as the “way
of harmonious spirit” – is the physical
metaphor closest to the core of what

© Wix

some call the school of principled negotiation.

from actual practice “at the table.” The

than react to pressure, moving your-

Participants can learn a lot about

“fight or flight” pattern is deeply root-

self next to, instead of opposite, the

negotiation through theory, interac-

ed in us. In conflict, we give physical

other person. This may sound “soft”

tive (case) discussion, role-playing,

and mental triggers the right of way in

(can you still serve your interests?), but

and simulations. But applying that

determining our responses; only after-

in aikido, you experience that you are

knowledge is often experienced as

wards, when we have left the room,

physically the least vulnerable if you

difficult in real work situations that are

can we determine rationally what we

calmly position yourself shoulder to

unusual, stressful, or even threaten-

could have done differently (“Oh yes,

shoulder with your attacker.

ing – especially when the pressure is

my book / trainer / mentor / podcast

on and when others are watching. How

said so!”).

It is no different in negotiation. Positional resistance is a trap: the reac-

can I simply be in control rather than

In aikido, the goal is to enter a physi-

tion instead of the response. In a good

telling myself that I should be? During

cal confrontation (kindly referred to as

negotiation training, you can come to

and after negotiation training, many

a “meeting”) in such a way that both

understand that, but do you remember

participants wrestle with the question

parties emerge from it in good shape.

it in the unruly and unscripted practice

of how to deal with difficult people.

In my experience as a trainer, a group

of everyday life? And how do you take

What if the other side is overbearing,

practicing basic aikido techniques

an alternative route and invite the other

stubborn, condescending, positional,

physically experiences how taking a

person to go along? Physically experi-

and hell-bent on a win–lose outcome?

wide perspective (“see the other and

encing these techniques instead of only

Entire bookshelves have been written

the world around you”) enables you to

rationally applying them is an inspiring

about these situations. The core of that

stand firm, with childish ease, against

wisdom is often passed on in training.

the pushing of a larger and physically

But the challenge is that under-

stronger opponent. The workshop fo-

standing what works best is quite far

cuses on how you can respond rather

.

complement to traditional training.
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Emmanuel Vivet

Working with Examples:
From Anecdotes to History
Many a POINTer has described here,

sometimes emotion, and grab stu-

better than I could myself, the import

dents’ attention. The power of emotion

ance of simulations in the teaching of

should not be overlooked; stories that

negotiation, adding instrumental ad-

touch the heart are more likely to be

vice on how best to use them. Mark

remembered, alongside the theories

Anstey also makes an additional useful

they represent.

distinction with his explication of case
studies.

To enlarge our source material, we
can also use stories we have been told

My point here is of lesser import

by firsthand witnesses. The small vari-

ance, though examples are something

ations from one storyteller to another

we all use in class. What constitutes a

do not diminish their pedagogic value,

good example, where do you get them,

as relevance is more important than

and how do you use them?

perfect accuracy.

Good examples are those with an

Working harder to find new ex

angle well adapted to the theory they

amples, I eventually realized that we

are supposed to illustrate. Examples

can pick examples from the huge

that are too complex hide their real val-

well of real cases that comprise his-

ue, because the crux passes students

tory itself. Students usually enjoy ref-

by when they are combing through

erences to history, whether in regard

overwhelming details. Good examples

to C
 hurchill, Talleyrand, Mandela, the

must be clear-cut and simple, along

Vienna Congress, or the UN Security

the lines of what Sami Faltas writes in

Council. However, simply telling sto-

these pages of simulations.

ries from history is not enough. This is

Emmanuel Vivet at France-Belarus air services
treaty negotiation, January 2020
© Emmanuel Vivet

Examples should remain restricted

because historians generally look for

a raw material that needs to be clari-

to what they illustrate, be well connect-

explanations and causes, for ramifica-

fied, sharpened, and polished, so as

ed to it, and limited in time and quan-

tions and complexity, whereas trainers

to identify the quintessence of a given

tity so as not to flood students’ minds

look for clarity and epitome. History

historical context. When this work is

with particulars.

finds multicausal explanations, where-

done carefully, the introduction of both

I came to realize the value of work-

as negotiation, a practical science,

a salient example and its wider context

ing carefully on the examples given in

seeks out methodologies. Therefore,

enriches the course by showing stu-

class when I noticed the good impres-

negotiation trainers, before they use

dents, for a few seconds or a couple

sion outlining these cases left on my

historical examples, cannot just do

of minutes, how negotiations can con-

students. In telling firsthand stories, a

with reading, understanding, and tell-

trainer can convey more authenticity,

ing stories, but should use those as

.

nect with history and the tide of time.
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Mark Anstey

Case Studies as a Learning Tool for
Negotiating Deadlocks
Simulations

are

the

technique

of

(what they are squabbling over), and fac-

choice for facilitating the learning of

tors influencing their behavioral choices

actions might shift parties’ com-

process-management skills. A useful

(why they have made certain choices).

mitment to positions, making ne-

adjunct, however, is the use of case

This analytic framework offers insights

gotiation more rewarding than pur-

studies. Effective negotiators must

into the dynamics of typical problems in

suing strategies of direct defeat;

master a range of analytic and practi-

scenarios of escalating conflict such as

cal skills. I use a set of case studies

positional over-commitment, misjudg-

holding divergent positions might

based on real-life conflict situations to

ments of relative capacity, entrapment,

come to see value in working to-

help delegates in negotiation courses

ego-driven problems, the significance

gether to shape a common future;

hone their analytic skills in deadlock

of secondary-party influences, and

scenarios. Case studies must be care-

constituency pressures. For instance,

be overcome through different lay-

fully prepared. They have value in that

a party’s over-commitment to positions

ers of dialogue, shifts in the use

they are drawn from the practical ex-

might be based on a misjudgment of its

of mobilization language with and

perience of others. Knowing the out-

actual capacity to prevail; such a mis-

between

come of a negotiation process allows a

judgment may lead a party to think it

toriums on public statements, the

situation to be reverse-engineered into

does not need to negotiate, as the other

language of sequencing seemingly

a case that challenges delegates work-

party will simply roll over, or that costs

opposing actions, and the lan-

ing in small groups to respond with

incurred in a coercive victory might be

guage of “and” rather than “or”;

how they would have worked through

low.

•

•

•

•

how coordinated secondary-party

how, through reframing, parties

how problems of entrapment might

constituencies,

mora

how responding to underlying in-

a particular impasse. Then, rather than

Delegates are then broken up into

pursue the open-ended learning goals

small groups and asked to identify the

of some simulations oriented towards

dynamics of a small collection of dead-

process management, a facilitator is

lock scenarios; based on their analy-

of the future might temper percep-

able to inform course delegates of the

sis, they are then asked to brainstorm

tions of a given party’s capacity to

steps taken by real-life negotiators to

ways in which the impasses might

prevail simply through coercion;

resolve a particular impasse.

have been overcome. Options are then

and

terests might offer ways to ease
hard positional commitments;
•

how reality-based considerations

First, delegates are provided with an

discussed in plenary and the actual

easy-to-use framework for understand-

process strategies and tactics of indi-

through expanding participation to

ing conflicts. Three elements are high-

vidual cases revealed.

include soft-liner influences within

lighted for analysis: the behavioral ex-

Analysis of conflict scenarios in

pression of the conflict (how the parties

which deadlocks have been success-

have chosen to deal with their differ-

fully overcome provides delegates

ences), the sources of those differences

some of the following insights:

•

.

how hard-liners might be softened

a community.
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Sami Faltas

Simulation:
A Powerful Training Tool
Learning by doing is powerful, often

play games, which tended to be both

However, in a recent game, the players

essential. You cannot learn to swim,

instructive and good fun. Today, my

went to the other extreme: the back-

drive, or negotiate by attending lec-

games are shorter, simpler, and less

channel talks dominated the formal ex-

tures. To acquire a skill, you must

colorful. I believe the story and the

changes, eventually paralyzing them.

practice it. Simulation allows you to try

instructions should be brief. Players

things out and make mistakes without

need to understand the basic setting,

suffering serious consequences. It is

the dispute, their position, their inter-

embarrassing to crash your aircraft in

ests, and their goal. They will play a

a simulator or to fail in mock negotia-

role, not a specific character. Conse-

tions, but you will survive and learn.

quently, they are more likely to focus

negotiation

on the process than on the person-

alone, so you will need to join others

You

cannot

practice

alities. I like to use a fictitious setting.

in simulation exercises. Lessons to

This simplifies matters and levels the

be learned include the importance of

playing field. The information required

preparation, finding the right tone and

is equally available to all in the scen

register, keeping your Best Alternative

ario.

Surprise visit by prime minister to committee of
inquiry, Tajikistan 2013
© Sami Faltas

to a Negotiated Agreement (BATNA) in

The post-game analysis serves to

mind, looking beyond bargaining posi-

identify what we learned. Here, I like

tions to broader interests, and widen-

to begin by praising what the players

This drove the message home that

ing the scope for give and take.

did well and then gently point out what

delegations need to coordinate their

Unfortunately, simulation exercises

went wrong, why it went wrong, and

various levels of communication. The

have their limitations. Within only a

what the consequences were. We then

players had made a useful mistake.

few hours, the players cannot fully de-

discuss what might have been a better

velop a constructive relationship with

course of action.

A Confucian saying goes:

“I hear and I forget.
I see and I remember.
I do and I understand.”

the other side, nor can they appreciate

Every time I run a simulation game,

why doing so is crucial. They are also

the experience is different. I usually

unlikely to learn the decisive impor-

find that the participants focus too

tance of what comes after a negotia-

much on the formal negotiations at

Confucius probably never said this,

tion – namely, convincing their superi-

the main table and do not engage in

but he should have.

ors at home to carry out the new deal

much backchannel consultation and

properly.

bargaining. In real life, it is precisely in

I used to write long scenarios full of

the back rooms where compromises

colorful characters for full-day role-

are discussed and deals prepared.

.
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Léna Salamé

Innovative Training in Water Conflict
Management
The world’s water resources are under

The event was a three-day laboratory

dress the challenges of cooperative

increasing pressure from exponentially

for 150 participants from 41 different

management in the given basin.

growing human demands. Competition

countries. It focused on four different

During the role-play phase, partici-

and even disputes have arisen around

transboundary basins: the Chu-Talas

pants acted out situations relating to

the use of water, given the diversity of

(Kyrgyz Republic/Kazakhstan), the In-

countries and river basins other than

needs and interests surrounding it, its

comati (Mozambique, Swaziland, and

their own. For example, a Syrian rep-

pivotal role in development, and the

South Africa), the Nahr al-Kabir (Leba-

resentative played the role of a Haitian

inherent tendency of humans towards

non/Syria), and the Pedernales (Haiti/

minister in the session on the Peder-

conflict.

Dominican Republic). Each riparian

nales basin, and vice versa. At the

Stakeholders from all geographical

country from each of the four basins

same time, participants from the coun-

scales, activity sectors, and political

was represented by at least two par-

tries/river basins under discussion ob-

circles must be prepared to anticipate,
prevent, and address water conflicts
as they arise. Many efforts have been
made in the field of water management
to preclude conflict and engender cooperative behaviors. The most efficient
ingredient in peaceful water management, however, lies in training for conflict management, which draws on past
experiences to help prepare stakeholders for situations that are likely to
arise in the future. It builds the basis
for long-term and autonomous solutions to the challenges at hand. Rarely,

© Pixabay/Gerd Altmann

though, do training activities become
part of resource management’s stand-

ticipants, mainly water professionals

served how outside players discussed

ard operating procedures. When a

from the countries’ ministries in charge

issues concerning their basin: e.g.

conflict or dispute does flare up, it is

of water matters and members of river-

Haitian participants observed how

not clear that parties have internalized

basin committees.

the Syrian representative portrayed

Each session focused on one basin

the position of a Haitian minister, and

Convinced of the impact that well-

and first highlighted its specificities. A

vice versa. This modus operandi was

prepared and well-delivered training

professional trainer then directed the

chosen to establish detachment and

can have, I conceived of and directed

attention of the audience to particular

allow participants from each basin to

an international conference on water

elements of that basin, which were to

witness how outsiders might view and

and peace in Zaragoza, Spain (Octo-

serve as the context for a subsequent

address issues from their basin in an

ber 2006). The event was totally inno-

role play. The public then observed a

objective manner: without getting en-

vative in the water community at that

demonstration of a given ADR technique

tangled in cultural, historical, religious,

time. It offered participants an experi-

(e.g. negotiation, mediation, con
sen

or other matters, and with the ability

ence in alternative dispute resolution

sus-building, etc.) that was to be applied

to focus on facts and stay oriented to-

(ADR) techniques applied to the man-

during the following phase – namely, the

wards the future.

agement of transboundary water.

role play, which was expected to ad-

all or even any of their training.
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Other participants from the audience

levels of capacity as they “should” be

need strong, process-oriented, tech-

(not basin representatives) were also

in real life. The feedback was aston-

nological knowledge but will also, and

involved in the role plays. Water pro-

ishing, as most representatives who

most importantly, have to master a

fessionals, decision-makers from wa-

observed others playing the role they

certain set of negotiation skills. They

ter ministries, diplomats, and students

would have in real life declared that

must have had the occasion to prac-

came together to form working groups

the experience was unique and taught

tice those skills and be proficient in

in which diverging positions, views,

them invaluable lessons in objectiv-

implementing them. And, of course,

and interests were negotiated. This

ity, dialogue, cooperation, and, as one

besides these necessary skills, they

kind of involvement added perspec-

even said, “democracy.”

must show willingness to participate

tive, expertise, and richness to each

In response to the increased water

in long cooperative journeys. The best

challenges worldwide, a “new” type

recipe to achieve that is to use innova-

The interactions throughout these

of water manager and decision-maker

tive training scenarios such as those

processes were different from those in

is required. They will be asked to act

described above.

real life. They were unprejudiced and

as “problem managers” rather than

reflected a variety of expertise and

“problem solvers.” They will not only

process.

.
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Rudolf Schuessler

Realistic Simulations in Teaching
University Students
My experience as a negotiation train-

are different voting thresholds for dif-

fact that the simulation involved a

er is restricted to university seminars

ferent issues and institutions and dif-

student excursion to Brussels engen-

in which negotiations are simulated

ferent outcomes for different ways in

dered intriguing, but unintended side

through enacting real-life scenarios,

which the framework negotiations can

effects. A good part of the final result,

often from the realms of business and

fail. The students prepared more than

the students assured me, depended

politics. Sitting in the presence of the

six months for the exercise, getting fa-

on preliminary agreements that differ-

actual CEO who struck the deal, stu-

miliar with the labyrinth of regulations,

ent groups had made bilaterally in the

dents learn how merger negotiations

the country backgrounds, and the EU

bus on the road to Brussels. To what

between corporations feel. The CEO

institutions. They also learned about

extent agreements among EU leaders

comments critically on the strategies

the actual GDP, debt, and spend-

are similarly dependent on prior log-

and solutions suggested by the stu-

ing levels that mattered for the nego-

rolling is indeed a good question. On

dents based on some key financial

tiations. Generous informational and

the whole, the simulation results did

indicators. The numbers are fictional

motivational support by the European

not deviate too widely from the out-

but realistic. I have more generally

Commission, the German Ministry of

come the heads of state later reached.

written on these kinds of seminars in

Finance, and the State of Bavaria en-

The inertia of the agrarian budget

PINPoints 36. Let me therefore dwell

sured that the students were supplied

was simulated especially well. Even

here on just my favorite case.

with current data. Academic special-

if the task of dynamiting the agrarian

The case is a prospective one – that

ists on EU finances along with officers

budget was explicitly given to some of

is, enactment occurred before the real

from the EC and the German Ministry

the negotiators, this task proved next

negotiations took place. In the simula-

of Finance supplied important briefs

to impossible. To make progress in

tion, the students tried to find a com-

in response to students’ requests for

the simulations, an agreement not to

promise for the 2007–2013 European

further information and assessments.

overly meddle with the agrarian budget

Union financial framework. The EU

Last but not least, we were allowed

proved crucial. Can we learn from this

financial framework specifies the EU

to stage the simulation in Brussels in

for the real EU financial framework ne-

budget for the years in question. The

the negotiating rooms of the European

gotiations? Surely not from an isolated

negotiations are burdened by a very

Parliament itself.

experiment, but with a set of simula-

dense, not to mention opaque, set

Needless to say, the students rel-

tions, the kinds of change that should

of regulations that circumscribe the

ished the realistic feel of the simula-

not be expected from a round of ne-

roles and entitlements of several key

tion. They even studied the person-

gotiations might become apparent. For

EU institutions, such as the European

alities of the leaders whom they would

such changes to occur, some other

Commission, the European Council,

represent in the simulation in order to

and the European Parliament. There

produce a more realistic result. The

.

setting needs to be conceived.
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Tony Bass

EU Presidency Training Programmes:
What Do Public Servants Want?
I have observed some distinct trends

tions that illustrate how to handle spe-

and how to plan, prepare for, and chair

in my years of experience delivering

cific situations they may face. While

meetings in Brussels.

training to thousands of civil servants

some participants value sessions that

However, if one digs a little deeper,

from more than a dozen EU member

provide an understanding of the dy-

one finds that participants’ fears are

states who were preparing for their

namics and theoretical approaches to

also often related to personal issues,

roles during an EU presidency. The

negotiations, most tend to rate infor-

such as worrying about the potential

observations in this report are based

mation-rich and/or practice-oriented

workload’s possible impact on per-

both on reactions during trainings and

sessions considerably higher.

sonal health and relationships with

on post-course evaluations.

partners, children, parents, or other

Theory or Practice?

Personal vs. Professional
Needs?

There is a strong preference for trainers

When asked about their training needs

tion, such as how to deal with stress,

who combine a storytelling approach

and expectations at the beginning of

or, for those with mental health issues,

with practice-oriented hints and tips.

a training, participants tend to focus

how to build resilience by recogniz-

Participants feel their needs are best

on their professional role, with many

ing warning signs, developing coping

addressed by a trainer who provides a

expressing fears about their capacity

mechanisms, and seeking support

wide range of information about day-

to deliver successful outcomes (often

from colleagues and others.

to-day practices and advice on how to

because of perceived resource de-

Identifying what underpins these

prepare on a personal level, rather than

ficiencies). These concerns tend to

fears, addressing causes “head-on,”

one whose style is based on classical

revolve around unfamiliarity with the

and employing “confidence-building”

approaches to negotiation training or

inner workings of an EU presidency.

techniques have become central as-

who simply imparts the knowledge of

Many participants lack experience in

pects of my approach to these train-

EU decision-making procedures that

working so closely with other member

ings. Simply providing lots of practical

s/he has gathered through the years.

state delegates and Commission and

advice on how to plan work and pre-

While participants do appreciate ne-

Council Secretariat staff, and in nego-

pare for and handle everyday situa-

gotiation simulation games, they feel

tiating with members of the European

tions, along with offering personal

they benefit most when the post-game

Parliament. Other fears concern how

“hints and tips,” has resulted in con-

analysis is strongly focused on opera-

to deal with unforeseen crises; how to

sistently highly rated training interven-

tional practicalities and accompanied

prioritize and manage multiple issues;

by short examples of real-life situa-

family, and close friends. Participants
value guidance on personal prepara-

.

tions.
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Hans van den Berg

“One Summer School to Go, Please!”

How do you design a course on negoti-

dience, and what are the goals of the

Less is more. Packed programs look

ation? What elements will engage par-

program? At the summer school we

wonderful, but a lot of the informa-

ticipants? What types of skills do they

focused on students from a less privi-

tion gets lost. Lectures and meetings

need to learn? These questions ran

leged

need to be relevant to the subject, and

socioeconomic

background,

through my mind while I was setting
up a program for The Young Diplomat
called Summer School of 2019: Dem
ocracy & Diplomacy. Many articles in
this edition have focused on particular
elements of negotiation training for different audiences. But how do we build
an effective program keeping in mind
the elements discussed in these artic
les? While setting up and executing
the program for this, my first “summer
school” project, I learned some valuable lessons.
Let me start by quoting my mentor,
who says that “negotiation is situa-

Participants in The Young Diplomat‘s summer school met with several diplomats to discuss how to
translate knowledge into practice
© Hans van den Berg

tional” (Meerts 2020). This also applies
when designing training programs on

with the simple purpose of augment-

there needs to be sufficient time for the

negotiation. You cannot simply copy

ing their skill set with an eye to success

participants to process the knowledge

on the job market. Knowing who your

and skills gained.

Prof. Dr. Ir. Joris Voorhoeve delivering the open
ing speech for the two-day simulation on North
Macedonia
© Hans van den Berg

target audience is helps identify what

Third, how can you ensure that the

you want to offer them; for the summer

knowledge and skills gained resonate

school our goals were threefold, as we

with the participants? As discussed

sought to offer participants access to

by Vivet and Anstey, examples and

in-depth knowledge, relevant skills,

case studies are excellent in relating

and network opportunities.

theory to reality and applying gained

Second, what particular skills do you,

knowledge. Simulations challenge par-

or the client, want the participants to

ticipants to submerge themselves and

gain? At the summer school we wanted

practice their newly gained skills while

the participants to gain a basic under-

thinking on their feet, and they encour-

standing of international relations and

age creativity and experimenting with

negotiations and of what kind of influ-

different techniques. Here, as Faltas

ence different types of regimes have.

and Bass have pointed out in these

This resulted in a packed program of

pages, reflection is key. Faltas also

one week filled with lectures on inter-

emphasizes simplicity, which leads

national relations, policymaking, the

participants to focus on the process

and apply the same training programs

two-level game, training in negotiation,

rather than the role they are playing.

to every situation; rather, for each new

visits to institutions and NGOs, meet-

Even more so, I believe, the simulation

event you should ask yourself a few

ing diplomats, and a two-day simula-

or game needs to be designed keeping

questions: First, who is your target au-

tion. It taught me an important lesson:

in mind the skills that the participants
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need to gain. The summer school’s

grams is to ensure that participants

simulation focused on linking the con-

build genuine relationships with each

straints of democracy with internation-

other and have fun. Last year’s sum-

al diplomacy and negotiation. There-

mer school was a pleasure and a great

fore, the simulation included changing

success. For this reason, I am excited

mandates via secret briefings and

to apply the lessons learned and to de-

incoming news reports. These chal-

velop a summer school project even

lenged participants’ positions, forcing

better than last year’s. This year I will

them to change strategies.

challenge the participants with a new

However, most important in setting
up these educational and training pro-

.

theme: sustainable diplomacy.
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Daniel Erdmann

Escaping the Training Trap in
Mediation and Conflict Management
This article deals with the challenges

Through reviewing outside training

What was needed in the past and con-

of creating a training in mediation and

contents, discussing with trainees

tinues to be highly relevant in the pre-

conflict management that is effective

their expectations, and witnessing

sent is to keep and communicate an

and easy for participants to grasp. In

countless attempts to practice our art,

open-minded and practice-oriented

my view, trainers should value the indi-

it was easy for me to identify one very

understanding of mediation, without

vidual contexts each student or trainee

dominant and resistant issue that most

putting this term (mediation) into an

brings to the table and tailor the train-

practitioners face: the overwhelming

immutable frame or promising any

ing along those truths, using what I

challenge of implementing theoretical

particular outcome. In order to create

refer to as “mindful mediation” as a

concepts, models, and structures to

an authentic practitioner’s personality

guideline.

the actual practice of mediation. When

and have the desired positive impact

© Ven. Assoc. Prof Dr. Phramaha Hansa Dhammahaso, Director of International Buddhist Studies
College (IBSC), Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University, Thailand

© Ven. Assoc. Prof Dr. Phramaha Hansa
Dhammahaso, Director of IBSC, Thailand

When we talk about training in me-

I personally faced this challenge for

on the environment, it is crucial to

diation and conflict management, we

the first time, I immediately started to

understand that the key to change is to

generally find two different types of

work on the foundation of what I have

make use of one’s own life experienc-

educational programs: short-term ses-

come to call “mindful mediation.”

es. Putting such a concept into prac-

sions with a very limited time capacity,

One valuable takeaway is that train-

tice requires that trainees re-discover

and long-term studies that cover a

ees and practitioners may not need

and re-develop self-confidence in their

wide range of topics and demonstrate

an extensively broad set of tools, but

own knowledge.

greater analytical depth. Trainees or

should identify and concentrate on the

We must support the development

students may ask themselves what

development of social core competen-

of fresh-minded and clear-thinking

these two concepts have in common,

cies – ones that we all practice on a dai-

peacemakers who are longing to ini-

and which offers them the education-

ly basis, but more often outside of the

tiate positive changes in society. We

al impact they are looking for. As this

professional scope. Focusing on such

should avoid releasing people from

is a personal reflection, I am not go-

competencies, trainees and practition-

trainings whose minds we have jam-

ing to judge or put a value on either

ers learn that we naturally possess and

packed with information but who are

concept but will simply explain what

unconsciously use effective skills that

afraid of making mistakes and unsure

has worked for me in the hopes that it

simply need to be identified and further

of how to practice what they have

makes sense to you.

developed for work in peacebuilding.

learned.
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When it comes to the training sessions, the trainer should understand
that it is not about content quantity,
but rather about learning to work with
the life stories, expertise, visions, and
capacities of the trainees. While it is
quite difficult to plan such a training,
trainers’ true expertise is indicated by
their ability to couch their egos and
to align themselves with the specific
trainees’ competencies and work towards their needs.
I believe it is a great gift to understand what the trainees have to offer,

© Dr. Phatre Friestad, Krirk University, Thailand

to explain to them a few easy-to-grasp
topics that fit their personalities and
life stories, and to help mold them into
authentic and unique practitioners
who are able to put their own personal
discoveries from such a training or development process into practice.
We should focus on keeping the
training simple and transparent, as the
conflict to work on will be complicated
enough. “Mindful mediation” is based
on the social core competencies of
deep listening, critical thinking, and

.

wise speaking.

© Dr. Phatre Friestad, Krirk University, Thailand
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Peter Kesting

The Many Faces of Emotion

Since 2007 we have been running The
Negotiation Challenge (TNC), where
we invite teams of three students from
leading universities worldwide to meet
at one location to negotiate. Last year
we were in Kyoto, this year it should
have been in Barcelona (and was instead online), and next year it will be
in Beijing (we hope that the corona crisis will be history by April 2021). Every
event is hosted by a local organizer,
which allows for a unique experience
of each different location. The day before the challenge is devoted to the
annual meeting of the International Ne-

Negotiating in Eikando Monastery, Kyoto 2019
© Peter Kesting

gotiation and Teaching Research Association (INTRA), where researchers

I was apprehensive, worrying that we

and experienced practitioners share

were encountering a serious conflict

individual – differences. Some

their work and discuss new insights.

•

Second, there are cultural – and

that would require a lot of effort to

people (like me) are scared by too

As with case-based challenges, the

pacify after the negotiation. The teams

many emotions; for many, a pleas-

goal is to select a champion, a winning

reached an agreement, literally in the

ant discussion should be calm and

team. The difference is that students

very last minute – and then the unex-

to the point. Others love acting,

not only work on cases, but also inter

pected happened: both teams began

playing a sort of game with each

act with each other. This interaction

to laugh, and even hugged each other.

other, having a lively exchange.

is perhaps the most interesting part;

It was all just a game.

There is no right or wrong; people

There are at least three lessons to

it gives participants an opportunity to
see different cultures “at work.” It was

learn from this episode:

during one such interaction that I had a

•

are just different.
•

We at TNC have no research in-

First, good negotiators are not the

sights on this, but our perception

ones with black sunglasses and a

is that emotionalism is generally

Some years ago, when 
heading

poker face. Negotiations always

conducive to relationship-build-

one of the rounds, I walked into a

involve emotions: I may perceive

ing. However, our perception is

room and was shocked to see two

the other side as pleasant, warm-

also that it is time-consuming and

teams, one from France and another

hearted, cold, aggressive, friendly,

moves the focus away from the

from South America, standing at the

etc., and the other side has an

substance. Emotional teams were

whiteboard shouting at each other,

emotional perception of me as

expressing some serious anger. The

well. The high art of negotiation in-

teams’ body language radiated con-

volves controlling these emotions

flict and disagreement; every minute

and using them fruitfully. Like the

that the situation became tenser rep-

teams did.

memorable and insightful experience.

.

good, but often not the top teams.

resented one minute less to negotiate.
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Ida Manton

On Being a Woman: Why Gender Is Still a Topic for
Negotiation Analysts and Trainers
As a woman, I have often been the only

missions. The remaining disparity can

characters living in different folders in

one on a given team, which has led me

best be explained by reminding our-

my filing cabinet of academic curiosity.

to ponder the reasons for this, along

selves that women entered the political

In Yugoslavia, where I grew up, after

with differences in style (if any), per-

stage only recently (with a few excep-

the Second World War both men and

ceptions, and content women offer to

tions throughout history); therefore,

women had access to education and

our participants. I am glad to see more

the pool of experienced female peace

were expected to be part of the re-

analysis and research on the topic,

and diplomatic negotiators is very lim-

building and participate equally in the

and here I will try to shed light on some
of that work. I will talk for the most part
about diplomatic and peace negotiations and mediation, as that is what I
mainly study and teach.
This is where we stand and why we
still need to talk and do something
about it:

“Between 1992 and 2018,
women constituted 13
percent of negotiators,
3 percent of mediators
and only 4 percent of
signatories in major peace
processes.”1

Ida Manton, negotiation skills training at NDC, October 2019
© Ida Manton

Even today, I cannot single out a fe-

ited. Also, it would be wrong to assume

workforce. In this way, equality was

male negotiator with the ease that

that just because they are female, they

achieved within two generations, and

many of us can do when it comes to

a) want to focus on gender in the ne-

I was always told that women would

identifying the successful male nego-

gotiation process, or b) are capable

have a place in major societal pro-

tiators, especially mediators. Women

trainers.

cesses as long as they were educated.

are part of teams, usually in support-

I was always interested in gender and

An interesting anecdote from my stud-

ing roles. This is because they have

the anthropological constructs stem-

ies at Clingendael in 2006 springs to

historically, unjustly been in weaker

ming from our biology, but my eventual

mind: When the head of the Macedo-

power positions. However, the United

turn towards negotiation came much

nian Ministry of Foreign Affairs came

Nations achieved gender parity among

later in life. For a long time, I did not

for a visit, accompanied by her polit

its

globally,

view these two fields as the natural

ical adviser and the ambassador to the

and in 2018 UN Women reported that

nexus that they have since become for

Netherlands, my professor asked me,

women comprised 35 percent of heads

me. A great illustration of this is that I

“What do men in your country do?”

and 48 percent of deputy heads of UN

wrote my bachelor’s thesis on Virginia

Only then did I realize all the visiting

peacekeeping and special political

Woolf’s Orlando, not even knowing that

officials were women. Yet, most of the

Sir Harold Nicolson was very much

leaders, decision-makers, and negoti-

part of that story and Ms. Woolf’s life,

ators in the former Yugoslav countries

through his wife Vita Sackville West. It

are men. At a time when the traditional,

https://www.cfr.org/womens-participation-in-

was only later, when I started study-

hierarchical decision-making models

peace-processes/.

ing diplomacy, that I connected these

have been replaced by negotiation (a

resident

coordinators

1 Data from the Council on Foreign Relations,
Women’s Participation in Peace Processes,
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horizontal process that brings a variety of actors to the table), it is a great
loss to exclude women and their different sets of skills, knowing that we
can learn so much about the “hidden
opportunities” that come to light when
power realities are challenged (more
on this can be found in Kolb and Williams 2003).
I became a negotiations trainer
along an unconventional career path,
as do we all, since there is no specific
school for this job. We develop ourselves by acquiring knowledge from
many academic fields and reflecting on

Warsaw Negotiation Round 2017, negotiation experts/trainers in a working session
© Ida Manton

our personal and professional experiences. I was lucky to be Prof. Meerts’

ertheless, I am endlessly grateful to

equality cannot happen without both

student at Clingendael and to be intro-

have been invited as a lecturer even in

men and women making the effort.

duced to this interactive and growing

traditionally male-dominated settings,

Only then will gender no longer mat-

field. I was also fortunate to have been

such as NATO. For almost a decade I

ter and will we be able to concentrate

brought up with the belief that women

have been teaching at the NATO De-

on the particular qualities, energy, and

should be educated and educators (I

fense College (NDC), where in a group

creativity each individual brings to the

am at least a third-generation female

of around one hundred mainly military

table.

teacher in my family), but by now the

participants, there are often only three

gender debate should have become

to five other women. I believe that by

outdated. And yet, it is not, though a

including more women in the academ-

lot has been done to bring women to

ic process we will have a more con-

the table and into academia. I hope

structive discussion on inclusivity and

that my investment in the capacities

the role women play in the conflict cy-

of other women’s negotiation skills

cle. NDC’s example should be followed

Kolb, Deborah M., and Judith Williams

will increase their direct participation

and improved upon by offering more

(2003), Navigating Through Hidden

in peace negotiations, which accord-

lectures and trainings that deal with

ing to UN Women increases the sus-

gender-relevant aspects of negotiation

tainability and quality of peace. Nev-

and effective communication. Gender

.

REFERENCE

Agendas in Bargaining, San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass.
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Aldís G. Sigurðardóttir

How to Teach Negotiators Not to Use Deceptive
Negotiation Tactics
Over the years, I have researched the
topic of negotiation, taught it to both
business and law students, trained and
coached executives, and led complex
negotiations on behalf of my clients.
What I have observed in all those activities is the frequent use of deceptive
negotiation tactics, and the questions
that have been puzzling me are: Why
do negotiators feel the need to use deceptive negotiation tactics? What is it
exactly that makes them decide to deceive their counterpart? Do they think

© House of Consulting

that in using these tactics they will get
more out of the deal in the short term,

sufficiently high, negotiators might find

own students in one of the negotiation

as they ignore the implications for the

themselves tempted to use deceptive

training programs that I teach. I train

relational value and for their reputa-

tactics to push things in the direction

my students quite hectically for negoti-

tions? Are they so competitive that

of their preferred outcome. However,

ation competitions, and they know that

they are merely focusing on winning,

what I have observed and experienced

they should not lie. They know it just as

regardless of the consequences? Is it

is that the stakes need not be high at

well as they know my name and what

a cultural issue? Or is it the training/

all for negotiators to use deceptive tac-

time practice starts. We meet for sev-

teaching method? Or lack of training/

tics. It seems like it is considered part

eral hours every week from September

teaching or experience?

of the job.

through March, going through case

© House of Consulting

Moreover, according to the litera-

exercises, reflection sessions, and dis-

ture, the majority of negotiators have

cussions. Very early on in the training

used deceptive tactics and have even

sessions, I emphasize the importance

lied in negotiations. Almost all of them

of honesty and using ethically accept-

believe that they have been deceived

able tactics, and I have strict rules/

or lied to by their counterparts. Now,

penalties regarding lying and deceiv-

what is the difference between lying

ing. It is simply forbidden. Yet, they still

and deceiving? According to Bani et al.

always use deceptive tactics! I wonder

(2014), lying is characterized as provid-

if people generally do not care, or if

ing incorrect information or promising

they simply do not realize the conse-

something that you know you will not

quences of their behavior.

follow through on, while deception en-

Yes, it can be a cultural issue – what

tails going behind your counterpart’s

is acceptable in one culture might not

According to the literature, there are

back by, for example, gathering infor-

be appropriate in another. Being an ex-

various reasons to not use deceptive

mation that benefits you from a third

perienced negotiator does not neces-

tactics in negotiations: it is unethical, it

party or using an unnecessarily tight

sarily mean that one is an excellent ne-

can engender an adverse climate and

deadline to force a quick agreement.

gotiator, and, from what I have learned

cultivate distrust between parties and,

Regarding the idea that deceptive

discussing this issue with students and

in general, it is a poor strategy. One

tactics are used by those who lack

executives who use deceptive tactics,

would think that when the stakes are

training or experience, I refer to my

they do it to be on top in the heat of
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the moment, not considering the con-

ing strategies to prevent being lied to

sequences.

or deceived, such as asking the same

The observed fact, both from inter-

question in various ways, can help ne-

national negotiation competitions and

gotiators yield better outcomes and

from my training sessions, has revealed

preserve their precious reputations.

that using deceptive tactics more often
than not backfires and does not yield a

.

better outcome for those using these
tactics. Using such tactics or lying in
negotiations can only be beneficial if
the deceit goes undetected. I wonder

REFERENCE
Bani, Moshe, Abraham Stefanidis, Ana

why negotiators are willing to take this

Shetach, and Mehmed Ferhan Özbek

risk, when my observations have con-

(2014), Attitudes Toward Ethically

sistently shown that the truth will most
likely come out eventually. Thus, by
being ethical and honest, negotiators

Questionable Negotiation Tactics: A TwoCountry Study, in: Journal of Business
Ethics, 123, 669–685, DOI 10.1007/s10551013-2016-4.

create trust and relational value; us-
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Serge Wynen

Enabling Confidence in Negotiation

As I reflect on what I have learned in
fifteen years of negotiation training
across a wide variety of international

Clarifying Behavioral
Expectations

and awareness of others. How do we
ensure they leave with more awareness, feeling more confident in their

organizations, I can summarize what

A negotiation workshop includes par-

negotiations? How can a team leader

works in three general points.

ticipants from different institutions,

or chair of a working group become

organizations, or teams. Alternatively,

more aware of the impact of her/his

it can be for the members of a spe-

behaviors or attitudes on group re-

cific unit or team within the organiza-

sults? Building awareness enables

The objectives of a negotiation work-

tion. Whatever the composition of the

more choice for any given party. Every

shop are too often set only in general

target group, it pays to invest time in

experience in the safety of a training

terms. It is relatively easy for experi-

clarifying behavioral expectations with

enced negotiation trainers to share

the group from the onset. This might

their expertise of basic negotiation

be viewed as a waste of time by some

principles and techniques while re-

in the group who are eager to dive into

maining flexible regarding the method,

learning techniques. But we must first

content, and exercises depending on

create a safe place for participants to

the particular participants. In taking

experiment and learn effective behav-

such a generic, almost improvised

iors, processes, roles, and group dy-

approach, a trainer misses opportun

namics. These two interests can be

ities to co-create more value for the

reconciled creatively. An initial exer-

team and for the organization and its

cise – for example, finding a consen-

broader stakeholder system. Exploring

sus on the definition of negotiation – can

and clarifying the objective, purpose,

be an opportunity for building rapport,

workshop can be a meta-learning op-

and context with the key stakeholders

sharing interests, questioning assump-

portunity. Each simulation exercise is

before designing and delivering a ne-

tions, exploring options, finding com-

an opportunity for specific reflection,

gotiation workshop is invaluable. This

promises, and building confidence.

feedback, and raising awareness. Mak-

Clarifying the Objectives and
Purpose

joint exploration allows the parties to
reflect on the core issues with which
they need to engage; it also facilitates

Building Self-Awareness and
Awareness of Others

© Serge Wynen

ing the link between what happened in
the exercise and what is happening
in the broader system can be an em

their contemplation of the specific

How can we help participants of a ne-

powering moment, a step towards ini-

challenges they are facing and of the

gotiation workshop raise their levels

tiating behavioral changes that deliver

specific competences they need to

of awareness and confidence? Under-

better results and more confidence.

develop in light of those challenges.

standing how the tensions in a nego-

Approaching each negotiation work-

Negotiation training is an opportunity

tiation are affecting them and us per-

shop with more clarity of intent and

to engage and build confidence with

sonally is often a good starting point.

purpose enables us to role-model the

stakeholders.

People coming into a workshop bring

attitudes, behaviors, and words that

their own biases, assumptions, styles,
and various degrees of self-awareness

.

build confidence in negotiation.
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VI CULTURE IN TRAINING
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William W. Baber

Japanese Audiences in Negotiation
Training
comes

To promote anshin, students should

freighted with concerns about the self

be given expectations of low-pressure

and others. Perceptions count, as do

situations. Additionally, they should re-

It is often demotivating to Japanese

actions. When training Japanese in

ceive key concepts in written form in

students to face names and histori-

negotiation, I teach in English with the

advance, readings that are not lengthy

cal events they do not recognize. Only

understanding that I am training not

or complex, and, if possible, video

the largest non-Japanese brands, e.g.

only universal negotiation skills, but

material showing procedures and the

Nike and Apple, tend to be known.

also skills to manage the styles and

(hopefully)

speech

Even Walmart operates under a local

expectations of international counter-

of the educator. In order to decrease

name and does not carry the same

parties. A balance must be proposed

nervousness and increase confidence

weight as it does in other countries.

in the training: on one hand, I recog-

in the process, expectations about

nize specific needs of Japanese train-

forming groups and interacting with

ees; on the other, I partially equip them

peers should be clarified.

Cross-cultural

interaction

to interact with potentially any culture
and expect them to fill in the details.

understandable

The language barrier raises affective
barriers and decreases anshin. Pro-

Similarly, the trainer must be ready

viding in advance pre-reading/pre-lis-

to meet and adjust to specifics of the

tening materials, handouts, and short

Japanese

hands-on exercises is an ideal method

audience.

Some

widely

noted specifics about Japan include
strong preferences by Japanese learners not to speak in front of the group

Build Relevance

to increase the feeling of anshin.

Build Rapport

and not to risk losing face. Also, weak

Building up rapport with a group of

foreign-language skills are common.

trainees is probably high on the list of

My colleague M. Sarata prepares learners with
Western tools and Japanese context
© William W. Baber

If these points are even roughly true,

design parameters of educators every-

we can and must design training ac-

where. With Japanese trainees, we can

Japanese audiences are not quick to

cordingly. The following are three issues

dispense with self-deprecating jokes

transfer to their own situation learnings

to consider based on my personal ex-

and personal, humanizing stories since

gleaned from cases about foreign firms

perience training Japanese business-

trainers and educators are expected to

or governments. Rather than searching

people in MBA and EMBA settings.

occupy a position above the students.

out similar characteristics and learning

For their part, the students want edu-

points, they are more likely to ask what

Build Anshin

cators to display skill and experience

the situation has got to do with them.

A feeling of comfort in the classroom

worthy of their respect. Messaging

The answer is to use simulations and

is important to all but the most self-

that students will not be evaluated

cases based in Japan or involving Jap-

confident students. In Japan we can

based on grammar or language skills

anese firms overseas. These can be

access confidence by building anshin.

will help. Indications, no matter how

based on real-world cases or invented

The word refers to a feeling of security

light, of appreciation for Japanese cul-

out of whole cloth but must include

in social contexts, a confidence in not

ture or history also tend to improve the

Japanese business context.

being embarrassed in front of others.

classroom atmosphere.

.
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Larry Crump

In the Beginning

Everyone seemed to travel to Japan

duce case material, and form discus-

that would easily develop and flow in

to study Japanese management in the

sion groups to conduct case analysis.

the United States were not forthcom-

1980s, including me. Yet after 125 field

It will come as no surprise that my first

ing in Japan. Experienced Japanese

interviews, I came to realize how little I

negotiation training program was not

managers seemed unwilling to ex-

understood about Japan and the Jap-

ideal – but Fujitsu did not know that,

press their views unless they consult-

anese, so in 1986 I decided to remain

and neither did I.

ed their colleagues first. The solution

in Tokyo. Meaningful employment did
not appear immediately; I therefore
presented myself as an international
management consultant, which can be
analogous to being unemployed – just
more hopeful and slightly more ambitious.
Eventually, I was properly introduced
to Fujitsu – IBM’s primary competitor
at that time – and eventually invited to
teach international negotiation in a predeparture training program at their Mt.
Fuji training center. Until Japan caught
my fancy I had studied and practiced
social work in the United States, which

Near the Fujitsu Mt. Fuji training center
© Pixabay/kazu-001

is to say that I had an excellent understanding of conflict and its manage-

Establishing

training

was small-group discussions followed

ment

groups,

product also requires that the product

by full-group discussions, but this ap-

communities, and society. I had never

be priced. At that moment, I was con-

proach required additional time, so the

imagined that this knowledge was rele-

cerned with gaining experience, so I

proposed training program had to be

vant to something called “negotiation.”

told my potential client that I was sure

reduced to accommodate this training

How does one prepare for such an

that Fujitsu must have an established

technique. Might the client complain?

opportunity? I had never been part of

compensation system for training con-

Fortunately, no.

a negotiation program as a student,

tractors and that I would be pleased to

At the time, I had no idea that I was

teacher, or trainer. I spent several hun-

fit into their framework. Learning how

embarking upon a new profession.

dred dollars on negotiation books to

to price a training product came later.

I will be forever grateful to Fujitsu for

vis-à-vis

individuals,

a

negotiation

build my first negotiation training pro-

Once in the training room, however,

pointing me down a path that has led

gram. I had no experience using expe-

I quickly gained firsthand experience

to a very fulfilling career in negotiation

riential exercises at that time, although

in the cultural differences between

I did know how to build lectures, intro-

Americans and Japanese. Discussions

.

teaching, training, and research.
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Guy-Olivier Faure

Training in China:
Playing in Earnest
I started training Chinese managers

I was delivering a mixture of lectures,

However, I still had to deal with two

and executives in Beijing in 1990. At

case studies, and simulations. I had

major obstacles. The first one related

that time, many people were still wear-

enough credibility with the audience

to commitment. The training programs

ing the Sun Yat-sen blue suit. They

because I had already published quite

were residential and lasted three days.

were working in state-owned enter-

a few papers in the domain of interna-

At the end of the second day, after

prises that were usually organized in a

tional negotiation. I was introduced as

playing a prisoner’s dilemma scenario,

military-like structure and generally of

a university professor from the Sor-

I realized they were still arguing over

bonne, Paris, which I believe won me

the game during the evening dinner,

a lot of respect because, even in a

blaming their counterparts for not co-

communist context, the Confucian cul-

operating. The next morning at break-

tural norm of valuing individual, distin-

fast, the arguments were still going

guished scholars prevailed. However,

on. They were caught in an escalation

at the end of the first program, they

process. I had to convince them that a

let me know politely that lectures were

simulation was no more than a game

great but that simulations were games

and should not be taken too seriously.

for children, not for people with high

They were not enacting a life or death

responsibilities like them.

issue.

Guy-Olivier Faure during a China–European
Union training program in Beijing
© Guy-Olivier Faure

In the past thirty years, many things

The second problem was of a cultur-

have changed in China, including the

al nature, it was about face-saving. A

mindset of the Chinese leaders and

Chinese person cannot lose face, es-

managers. Western ways of thinking

pecially in public – the audience here

and methods of management and edu

consisted of sometimes more than

cation have slowly gained popularity.

100 participants. My biggest chal-

quite substantial size by Western stand-

Gradually, I started to make headway

lenge was to demonstrate that there

ards, with several hundred thousand

once again with simulations; the whole

was no loser, quite a difficult job with

employees. Although this was after the

process went through three stages for

simulations such as the dollar auction,

death of Mao, things were still arduous

the participants:

where some people would spend 100

and tough. Daily life was a permanent

•

Stage 1: As disciplined and dutiful

dollars to buy a ten-dollar banknote. I

people, they played along.

had to do it the Chinese way, playing

Stage 2: As smart people, they

yin-yang, which entails showing that

in July could reach 40 degrees Cel-

understood there was a lot to learn

the loser has not really lost because

sius. In winter, I had to work wearing

from doing.

every event carries its opposite. Thus,

Stage 3: As “modern” people, they

after Confucius, Laozi appeared too.

the macro level, I had to cope with oxy-

accepted the idea that learning

Tradition and modernity were meeting

morons such as the opening policy, the

could also be entertaining.

hassle. For instance, air-conditioning
was not common and temperatures

gloves and seven layers of clothes. At

socialist market economy, and many
more of these Chinese intricacies.

•

•

.

again.
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Joana Matos

It Is Not Enough to Know the Rules of the Game, the
Other Party Must Be Willing to Play
I was teaching negotiations to a class
of students from the Gender Equality

Cultural Awareness

During one of our exercises, I had asked
people to sit two and two together. As

Studies and Training Programme at the

I love traveling and meeting people

I was happily going around checking if

University of Iceland, and the students

from different countries, so when I was

we could start, I approached one of the

had specifically asked if I could give

invited to teach a seminar in Armenia

men, touching him lightly on his shoul-

them some guidance on salary nego-

I was quite excited. The training was

der to ask if he was ready to start. He

tiations.

on short notice, and there was a lot of

jumped out of his chair as if he had

That was not a topic mentioned on

preparation to be done, so I admit to

sat on a spike and stormed out of the

the outline for this one-day training,

not spending the usual amount of time

room. I was taken by surprise and felt

Armenia 2019
© Joana Matos

Armenia 2019
© Joana Matos

I generally do when teaching in a coun-

extremely bad, as I immediately real-

try I have never been to before, instead

ized that he did not fancy me touch-

prioritizing the training content.

ing him and that I should have known

but I made some time at the end to
wrap up the day’s learning in the context of salary negotiations and allow
for their questions. What I did not know
at that point was that approximately 70
percent of my students were women
coming from cities in Africa where
more than 1,000 people routinely applied for each job.
One of these women even went on to
say that she was required to turn in a
list of her monthly expenses in order to
justify asking for a salary raise. Ouch. I
did not see that coming, and honestly
did not know what sort of good advice
I could possibly give her!
This context rendered most of my
advice obsolete, as there was little to
no possibility for these women to ne-

I arrived in Armenia and went

gotiate for much of anything; it takes

straight to an ongoing training for the

Being Portuguese by birth, I do

two to tango and even though I had

same individuals I would be teaching

have a tendency to touch people – it is

taught them some good dance steps,

the next day so I could get a “feel” for

stronger than me; even after more than

their cultural reality did not even allow

the group. There, I realized they did not

a decade living in Iceland, I still have to

for a dance.

speak English and seemed generally

fight the urge. But, like they say, “When

What this taught me was that con-

quite unengaged, so the next morn-

text is everything: despite our best

ing, with the help of two interpreters,

intentions as trainers, not all content

I made it a mission to keep them in-

is applicable to all contexts and it is

terested and engaged through a lot of

important to make that clear from the

interaction despite the added difficulty

beginning and adjust students’ expec-

of simultaneous interpretation in both

tations.

directions.

better!

.

in doubt, keep them (your hands) out!”
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Siniša Vuković

Learning the Subtle Impact of
Culture in Negotiations
Among many challenges associated

ly impossible. Biases, misconceptions,

The trick of the game is that partici-

with teaching (and training) the art and

oversimplifications, and misinformed

pants play their cards using slightly

science of international negotiations,

extrapolations all have the tendency to

different rules at each table. As they

the most intricate might be the task of

harden and to hijack any meaningful at-

move from table to table, depending

instilling in the participants the theory

tempt at practicing cross-cultural com-

on whether they won or lost in previous

and practice of intercultural communi-

munication. Moreover, to understand

rounds, they are faced with what they

cation. Useful benchmarks, which no

culture requires unpacking one’s own

perceive as unconventional behavior

curriculum can ignore, can certainly

highly intuitive actions or disentangling

by others at the table. Trying to sig-

be found in now-classic works by Gert

implied assumptions. Understandably,

nal their discontent with their perfor-

Hofstede, Edward T. Hall, and Richard

such self-reflections are difficult to

mance, participants resort to gestures

D. Lewis. They offer useful abstrac-

channel and structure in an engaging

they believe are commonsensical, in-

tions of culture through well-known

manner, especially if they involve sev-

tuitive, and comprehensive. Without

concepts and notions. As a result, par-

eral participants. Paradoxically, even

knowing it, they start expressing their

ticipants learn the differences between

though each participant carries a dis-

genuine cultural imprint. To paraphrase

“high- and low-context cultures” and

tinct blend of various cultures based

Edouard Herriot’s famous exclama-

are exposed to the nuanced nature of

on her/his life experiences, s/he is

tion, culture is what remains when one

various “cultural dimensions” that may

also unable to express those features

has forgotten everything else.

help them understand the value of hier-

in an explicit and purposeful manner.

Participants’ non-verbal cues gradu-

archies in certain societies, why some

As soon as it is intentional, culture gets

ally start generating confusion, which

cultures value accomplishment more

absorbed by bounded rationality.

morphs into discontent, only to result

than anything, how reliant a group is

From years of experience, I have

in outright frustration with the uncer-

on predefined rules, how much group

found one particular game to be an

tainty and opaqueness of the unfolding

affiliation defines an individual’s pref-

excellent solution for all these dilem-

circumstances. A signal they believe

erences and priorities, and why some

mas. Barnga, a game of cards devel-

is logical is not acted upon by others

cultures value and encourage cynicism

oped in 1980 by Sivasailam “Thiagi”

as they had hoped. A signal they get

over optimism. Similarly, they may

Thiagarajan while he was working for

from others has no purpose in this

learn of different options for time man-

USAID in Liberia, offers a unique per-

situation. Time gets wasted in trying

agement, from linear to cyclical and

spective into the invisible layers of cul-

to clarify the situation, as additional

multi-active. In order to better compre-

turally charged behavior. The version

gestures only muddy the waters. As

hend all these enticing and thought-

I have adopted creates extreme im-

we debrief the game, participants start

provoking ideas, participants may ask

pediments to any form of verbal com-

realizing that the real problem was

for (or offer their own) examples illus-

munication. On occasion I even ask

not in the covert decision to make the

trating real-life anecdotal evidence.

participants to use face masks in order

rules slightly different for each table.

And yes, all this is done while thread-

to prevent even lip-reading. The game

The real problem was their assumption

ing a fine line between generalization

is conducted in complete silence, and

that their signaling of this issue would

and stereotyping – an inherent pitfall

participants are allowed to signal their

be irrefutably understandable to every

for anyone venturing into the fuzzy field

message only through hand gestures

one else. Through the debrief, they

of cultural studies.

and other forms of body movement.

become aware of how their assump-

1

tions, choices, attitudes, and reactions

Yet, the real puzzle emerges when

emanate strong cultural signs. These

planning for a proper exercise or simulation where those participating can
actually test the extent of their learning
experience. Simulating culture is near-

1 For those unfamiliar with the game, a short
description can be found here: https://sites.

signals prevent them from communi-

lsa.umich.edu/inclusive-teaching/2017/07/10/

cating properly, as each one expects

barnga/.

others to follow and emulate what
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they believe is normal, natural, com-

communication. Learning how to listen

monsensical. On several occasions, I

to what others are trying to say, read-

have seen true deadlocks that, upon

ing the signals the way they are in-

brief reflection in the debrief, became

tended to be read, and mirroring their

utterly comical for all participants.

behavior in order to create reciprocity,

A student trying to signal “OK” uses

which is the baseline of trust – all of

the same symbol that others think in-

this becomes clear as the debrief goes

dicates the number three. For some,

on. Studying how to effectively com-

the same gesture implies the number

municate in intercultural environments

zero, and they get further confused. To

might take countless iterations of this

add another layer, a participant from

exercise. Yet, recognizing that all that

Brazil finds this message highly offen-

we do, think, and expect is inherently

sive and insulting, as it represents the
equivalent of a middle finger for Euro-

Chinese sign for seven, Italian sign for “What do
you mean?”
© Siniša Vuković

conditioned by our cultural biases
is the first step in overcoming those
same prejudices. Learning how others

peans and Americans. Finally, a Japanese person is completely confused,

A participant from Japan tries to sig-

signal their intentions is a step in the

as they see it as a symbol for money.

nal seven as well, with two fingers (in-

right direction.

dex and middle) from one hand gently
tapping on the open palm of the other,

.

only to see the message get completely lost in translation.

A sign with many meanings: OK, zero, three,
money, and even an insult
© Siniša Vuković

In another example, a participant from
China trying to indicate the number
seven (as the highest card) further con-

Japanese sign for seven
© Siniša Vuković

fuses the Italian participant who reads
that sign as a non-verbal expression

It is from this self-reflection that one

for “What are you trying to say?”

can learn the true impact of culture in
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I. William Zartman

Book Reviews:
A Bag of Tricks
Research into processes of negotiation over the past half

itself, they are merely a few among the many angles and

century, since the groundbreaking works of Schelling (1960),

aspects, and they do not govern all the other angles and

Ikle (1964), Walton and McKersie (1965), and others, has

aspects or capture a single process. There is no way to suc-

been focused on finding the basic pattern(s) of negotiation

cinctly summarize the philosophy or gestalt of the work ex-

processes by distilling regularities found in actual practice,

cept to say that it is a comprehensive treatment of a highly

in line with the scientific norm of parsimony. The actors are

complex process. Additional readings are offered.

parties, often states, and when they are broken up or down,

A work of similar magnitude, 365 pages, Traité Pratique

it is into groups (more parties), as in two-level negotiations.

de Négociation is shaped by the formative experiences of

Thereafter, analyses of various aspects, like ornaments on a

its two authors – respectively, a former chef de cabinet for

Christmas tree, can be added in their places. This approach

Boutros Boutros-Ghali and a former sherpa for Kofi Annan

was adopted as a corrective to two earlier approaches: the

at the UN – who have gone on to work in academia and

book-of-proverbs approach of de Callières (2002 [1716])

in business. The book is a guide for a negotiator’s every

and company, which highlighted all the decorative elements

thought and action, couched in the first person of the ne-

of good negotiation but saw no underlying tree, and the

gotiator. This volume delineates every pebble of the multi-

economics approach of Edgeworth (1881), Zeuthen (1930),

ple paths that can be taken. Different from Desk Reference,

and others, which saw only a parsimonious tree. This is a

the idea of a conceptualized process is not only avoided in

caricature of the approaches, of course, but a good carica-

Traité Pratique, it is rejected altogether: “Each negotiation

ture can simplify and magnify salient traits.

responds to an original and unique process […]. Negotia-

To continue the caricature, a new approach has entered,

tion is, above all, a procedural creation; the negotiator is,

or re-entered, the scene of negotiation analysis, one in

first of all, an inventor of procedure” (135). The scenarios

which we turn away from the tree with its branches and in-

that precede and follow are pertinent, detailed, packed with

stead highlight the multitude of personal behavioral items

knowledge – almost scripted – and contain the questions

hanging on it. Current examples are widely diverse, there-

that a negotiator should be asking at every juncture of the

fore immensely rich, and as such broaden and enrich the

process, accompanied by the ensuing implications and

whole field of negotiation analysis. Three of them need to

consequences. Reference lists include a relevant spectrum

be highlighted with a review: Chris Honeyman and Andrea

in both French and English.

Kupfer Schneider (eds) (2017), The Negotiator’s Desk Ref-

Becoming a Total Quality Negotiator is the first negotiation

erence; Hervé Cassan and Marie-Pierre de 
Bailliencourt

book that I know of to come out of Africa, and it is available

(2019), Traité Pratique de Négociation; and Boniface

in French and English, befitting Cameroon as the country of

Nkobena (forthcoming), Becoming a Total Quality Negotia-

authorship. The author is a long-time professor at the Inter-

tor (simultaneously available in French).

national Relations Institute of Cameroon (IRIC). Here, too,

The Negotiator’s Desk Reference has 101 chapters over

the focus, as the title indicates, is on the negotiator: schools

1,480 pages; it is a nearly infinite collection of aspects of ne-

and developments in the evolution of negotiation discus-

gotiation practice, with contributions from more than eighty

sion are brushed past, and fuller attention is given to many

analysts and practitioners; the latter are largely lawyers, as

aspects of language, logic, process, tactics, and errors in

are both editors, and the books grew out of an American

negotiating exchanges (down to the importance of smell).

Bar Association project by the same editors, The Nego-

Again, “no simple model or set of techniques is a panacea,

tiator’s Fieldbook (2006). The three collections assembled

nor can one be prescribed. The application of any technique

by Honeyman and Schneider are monumental works and

varies from one context to another” (237). African writing on

should serve as any negotiator’s or analyst’s pillow at night

negotiation gets short shrift, despite the large and growing

and cushion by day. It is all there: a hologram of every con-

literature on the African approach to conflict resolution. The

ceivable angle of the whole process of negotiation. While

references in general need updating.

there are discussions of various notions of the process
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The common thrust of these works is the negotiator. It is

types of situations as the framework for evaluating negotia-

s/he who makes the process, as Traité Pratique says. For

tor behavior, with very savvy insights, whereas Total Qual-

all four (or five) books, the purpose is to elucidate the paths

ity briefly lays out its bag of tricks and tools and evaluates

available to the negotiator as s/he chooses the way to

them, for the negotiators, caveat utilitor.

proceed, depending on the many features of context the

All this is not to say that negotiation analysis does not pay

various authors describe. Traité Pratique adopts a specif-

attention to the negotiator as a choosing entity. Legal stud-

ic approach involving the multitude of possible compo-

ies and, of course, psychological analyses often focus on

nent elem
ents (termed “items”) revolving around “What

the actor, and rational choice focuses on the choice rather

can I do?” rather than “What should I do?”, leaving the

than the chooser, to the point of making the choice obvious

negotiator then to decide. These items are organized into

and the actor irrelevant. But the attention in these works

persons, processes, and problems, not reduced to basic

proceeds from the negotiator – the agent – who is the in-

principles but grouped simply for presentation, like the

dependent variable everywhere, item by item, situation by

bottom branches of a game theory tree. The authors’ con-

situation, trick by tool. It takes us back to de Callières (and

cern is action and consequences. Total Quality structures

company), a round trip enriched by the analytical passages

its analytical points according to language, logic, and level

through which negotiation analysis has traveled, to meet the

(stages) and is somewhat more interested in identifying the

agent in all her/his complexity. The negotiator is the chal-

elements than in considering the choices these elements

lenged actor, the creator, not the bystander or even the role

offer the negotiator. Much of the analysis is on international

player.

politics, where the actor is the state rather than its personal

All this is refreshing to the analyst and guiding to the

agent. The approach of Desk Reference and Fieldbook falls

practitioner, and draws our attention back to negotiation as

between the Traité Pratique and Total Quality, grouping the

an inter- and intra-personal venture. It does not invalidate

discussion by types of situations or larger questions that

the ongoing angles of analysis but enriches them, bringing

a negotiator might encounter, focusing therein on specific

out an oft-forgotten dimension. Unfortunately, negotiation

topics for analysis and action.

analysis is not a hologram: it is hard to combine a state- or

Much depends on the negotiator’s personality; negotia-

problem-centered analysis with an actor-centered investi-

tors are born, not made, says de Callières, although nego-

gation without losing the focal coherence of each. And that

tiators and trainers as a whole have since transcended that

is why – perhaps paradoxically – focus on the negotiator is

attitude. Traité Pratique takes personality more into account

such an important dimension.

as a relevant variable than do the other two works, but be-

The authors are doubtless not at the end of their life’s

yond personality it pays a lot of attention to questions that

work. Nkobena promises more, using his table of contents

the negotiator should be asking about him/herself, followed

as a guide to new cases. Cassan and de Bailliencourt are

by similar in-depth probing about the Other and then the

at work on a sequel with a number of contributors. It is hard

Others – third parties, a unique feature that is key to its ap-

to imagine that the energy of Honeyman and Schneider will

proach. By contrast, much negotiation literature begins at

have been exhausted, although their topic may be, for the

the other end, on the problem of conflict, leaving the nego-

moment. I have always said to classes that I am working to

tiator outside consideration; Traité Pratique begins by de-

inspire and to audiences that I am trying to motivate that the

claring that all negotiations are the same in that they are all

exciting thing about negotiation as a topic (and a practice) is

sui generis and that, therefore, the individualized inquiries

that it is never exhausted and always open to new discover-

(“What can I do?”) are universally relevant. Desk Reference

ies. Here we go!

chapters raise their focus a notch from the individual to the

.
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Hallo liebe Petra,
hier habe ich Dir noch eine Musterseite für die GIGAExtraseite angelegt, bei der unten ein blauer Kasten
oberhalb von der Winkelfläche liegt, bei dem Du nur den
oberen mittleren Anfasser nehmen mußt, um den Kasten
(und damit die blaue Fläche) nach oben zu erweitern
oder kürzer zu machen. Ist einfacher, als die Variante,
beide obere Ecken zu packen und dann nur diese zu
verschieben.

Die blaue Fläche liegt zur besseren Sichtbarkeit jetzt
etwas versetzt hier herum.
Bitte korrekt plazieren und dann passend zum Text in der
Höhe variieren.
Oder mich fragen.
Viele Grüße,
H.

